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Abstract 

After a short introduction to Gamal al-Banna’s Islamic approach and to his works, this 
paper addresses a selection of issues in his book, The Muslim Woman Between Liberation 
by the Quran and Restriction by the Islamic Jurists, and attempts to demonstrate why 
the Egyptian thinker can be regarded as an Islamic feminist. The hypothesis of al-Banna’s 
research is that there is often a large gap or even a contradiction between what the Islamic 
jurists claim and what the Quran states. Furthermore, he criticizes that most authors 
mainly rely on the judgments of Islamic scholars between the seventh and 11th centuries 
AD, and he insists that the zeitgeist of the medieval exegesis must be taken into account in 
any attempt to reach Islamic judgments.

Introduction 

In his book, The Muslim Woman Between Liberation by the Quran and Restriction 
by the Islamic Jurists, Gamal al-Banna discusses—among other issues—the “religious 
equality” between women and men for which researchers can find arguments and 
counterarguments. Yet a closer look at the relevant Quranic verses reveals that even the 
patriarchal passages contain the potential for progressive change toward gender equality. 

As for “polygamy,” al-Banna strongly urges the Muslims to remember that the Quran 
limited it to men who feared that they “will not deal fairly with orphan girls.” Thus the 
Islamic striving for justice tied polygamy to the protection of the orphans’ property and 
did not generally permit it for men’s amusement. Al-Banna also argues that women’s 
Islamic right to property and the seventh-century leap from practically no rights to 50 
percent of a man’s rights regarding inheritance should be considered an intermediate 
step toward the long-term objective of gender equality, especially when the social 
conditions on which this material distribution was based have changed. The Egyptian 
scholar denies that women have to wear a headscarf but believes they ought to cover 
their cleavage and that the Quran basically commands chastity. With regard to Eve’s 
purported responsibility for her and Adam’s expulsion from Paradise—an interpretation 
which is used to confirm women’s moral inferiority to men—al-Banna points to the 
striking contradiction between the Quran and supposed statements by Muhammad. The 
same applies to the issue of divorce: There is no Quranic verse giving only the husband 

Gamal al-Banna’s Islamic Feminism in The 
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the right of divorce, and nowhere does the book facilitate divorce for men and permit 
them to abdicate their responsibilities for their wives. In terms of “women in authority,” 
any misogynist report is refuted by the fact that in the formative period of Islam, women 
courageously confronted the leaders, and nobody told these women to stay at home 
or stop speaking because they were women. The concluding remarks of this paper are 
intended to point out al-Banna’s contribution to analyzing the Quran and the Sunnah and 
to the discussion about women in Islam. 

Gamal al-Banna’s Islamic Approach

Does the Egyptian Islamic thinker Gamal al-Banna (1920–2013) provide useful insights for 
those Muslims caught between their beliefs about gender equality and some patriarchal 
elements in the Islamic traditions? Al-Banna’s approach might be useful in three ways: 
First, al-Banna draws attention to easily understandable passages of the Quran, and 
he contends that Muslims are not obligated to follow the interpretations of earlier or 
present-day scholars. Rather, he urges Muslims to form their own opinions and not to 
depend on the often misleading judgments of so-called experts. Moreover, al-Banna 
continually points to the social circumstances of seventh-century Arabia and to the 
difference between the short-term improvements Islam brought about in that region 
and to its long-term objectives on the global scale. Second, regarding the Sunnah, al-
Banna refuses to treat every single hadith in “Sahih al-Bukhari,” for instance, as holy 
because al-Bukhari’s (AD 810–AD 870) collection of allegedly authentic reports on 
Muhammad might also contain mistakes or forgeries.1 Instead of trusting a specific chain 
of “transmitters” who bequeathed the allegedly authentic reports, he suggests judging 
the content of a hadith by looking into the Quran and the undisputed practiced Sunnah. 
Third, based on the Muslims’ consensus that Islam is a religion for all times and places, 
al-Banna’s Islamic philosophy features a progressive, humanistic, and anti-authoritarian 
tendency toward more equality, social justice, and individual freedoms that promotes 
independent thought.

Gamal al-Banna

In January 2013, one of the most prolific Islamic thinkers of the Arab world passed 
away in Cairo. Gamal al-Banna was born in Al-Mahmoudiyah, Egypt, in 1920, and he 
was the youngest brother of Hassan al-Banna (1906–1949), who founded the Muslim 
Brotherhood (al-ikhwan al-muslimun) in 1928. Hassan is regarded as one of the leading 
Arab activists of Islamic fundamentalism in the 20th century, whereas Gamal developed 
an anti-authoritarian interpretation of Islam that he proclaimed as early as 1946, when he 
published “New Democracy.” 

1  Gamal al-Banna, tajrid al-bukhari wa muslim min al-ahadith allati la tulzim (Cleansing al-Bukhari 
and Muslim of nonbinding reports) (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-Islami, 2008), 21-31.
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Besides his commitment to an Islamic revival movement,2 Gamal al-Banna wrote dozens 
of books on the labor movement, politics, and Islam, and in 1998—99 years after his 
countryman Qasim Amin3 released The Liberation of Women—al-Banna published a 
book titled The Muslim Woman between Liberation by the Quran and Restriction by 
the Islamic Jurists. This is al-Banna’s main work on Islamic feminism, although he 
also analyzed the headscarf,4 which he does not consider an eternal Islamic duty but a 
pre-Islamic tradition among Arabs and non-Arabs, and female circumcision,5 which 
he condemns as a terrible crime. Due to his conviction that Islam promotes equality, he 
deems it necessary to comprehensively cleanse Islam of the misogynous judgments that 
have accumulated for over 1,000 years. According to al-Banna, this extensive purification 
cannot be expected of the established mosque organizations, such as al-Azhar in Cairo, 
since their leaders do not restrict themselves to the promotion of knowledge but too often 
behave like “a church that forbids and permits” and like “a tribunal of the Inquisition.”6 
The same applies to so-called “Islamic states,” which al-Banna considers power systems 
abusing the moral force of Islam.7 Instead of relying on institutions based on distorted 
interpretations of religion, al-Banna calls on social thinkers and movements to fight for a 
new form of Islamic jurisprudence.8

Between Quranic Liberation and the Jurists’ Restriction

As for the central argument of Gamal al-Banna’s The Muslim Woman, the subtitle 
Between Liberation by the Quran and Restriction by the Islamic Jurists reveals the 
hypothesis of his research—namely that there is often a large gap or even a contradiction 
between what the Islamic jurists claim and what the Quran states. Al-Banna notes that 
most Islamic jurists, secular intellectuals, and orientalists mainly rely on the judgments of 
Islamic scholars between the seventh and 11th centuries AD, and not on the Quran itself. 
Al-Banna repeatedly emphasizes that the zeitgeist of the medieval exegesis must be taken 
into account in any attempt to reach the basic principles of Islam or Islamic judgments 
on particular issues.9 Every Muslim agrees that Islam is a religion for all times and places, 
yet the judgments of former interpreters and jurists have narrowed the vastness of Islam. 

2  See http://www.islamiccall.org.
3  I do not use the apostrophes for the Arabic letters ‘ayn and hamzah in the most common names.
4  See Gamal al-Banna, al-hijab (The headscarf) (Cairo: Dar al—Fikr al—Islami, 2002).
5  See Gamal al-Banna, khitan al-banat (Female circumcision) (Cairo: Dar al—Fikr al—Islami, 2005).
6 See Gamal al-Banna, mata yata‘allam al-azhar annahu jami‘ah wa laysa kanisah aw mahkamat 
taftish (When will al-Azhar learn that it is a university and not a church or a tribunal of the inquisition?), 
majallat “nahdat misr” (The Renaissance of Egypt magazine), June 8, 2004. See also http://www.
islamiccall.org/AR_Azhar.htm.
7 See Gamal al-Banna, al-islam din wa ummah wa laysa dinan wa dawlatan (Islam is religion and 
community and not religion and state) (Cairo: Dar al—Fikr al—Islami, 2003).
8 See Gamal al-Banna, nahwa fiqhin jadid (Toward a new Islamic jurisprudence) (Cairo: Dar al—Fikr 
al—Islami, 1995, 1997, 1999), parts 1–3.
9 Gamal al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah bayna tahrir al-qur’an wa taqyid al-fuqaha’ (The Muslim 
Woman between liberation by the Quran and restriction by the Islamic jurists) (Cairo: Dar al—Fikr al—
Islami, 2002), 6.
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The tyranny and ignorance of the old zeitgeist did not allow the freedom, equality, and 
opening that the Quran intended, according to al-Banna.10

The Egyptian thinker also regrets that many mosque organizations have remained 
bastions of conservatism. In the early 1950s, Egyptians discussed whether or not women 
should have the right to vote and be elected to public office, so the leaders of the al-
Azhar Mosque issued a fatwa (Islamic judgment) through their Fatwa Committee in June 
1952. Among other things, the fatwa stated that surah 33 verses 32–33 ordered women 
to stay at home, although it is clear from the context that this passage addresses only 
Prophet Muhammad’s wives. Eligibility to hold a position of public authority—including 
membership in Parliament—and the right to vote were limited to qualified men, al-Azhar 
affirmed, because no women were present when the chiefs of the Muslim Arab tribes 
were negotiating who would become the new political leader after Muhammad’s death in 
AD 632. The al-Azhar sheikhs also argued that due to a woman’s instincts, her emotions 
always dominate over reason and wisdom. Furthermore, the Fatwa Committee cited verse 
4:3411 to stress that men were superior to women, that men alone had the right to divorce, 
and that women were not allowed to travel without a male guardian (mahram).12

Since the Muslim Brotherhood has, for decades, represented a part of Egyptian society 
that is rather religiously and socially conservative, it may not surprising that it fully 
supported al-Azhar’s fatwa at the time. The Brotherhood also appealed to the press to 
protect the community from “alien” feminist movements that “disintegrate society.”13 
The Ikhwan movement even pressured universities to limit female students to the 
medical and educational studies and to maintain gender segregation there.14 However, 
by 1994 the mainstream of the Muslim Brotherhood had changed its position on women; 
its leadership announced there was nothing in the shariah that prevented women from 
electing or becoming members of parliament.15

Al-Banna’s Approach to the Quran 

Religious Equality
This paper is intended to elaborate if Gamal al-Banna provides a useful Islamic approach 
for those Muslims who are caught between their belief in gender equality and some 
patriarchal elements of the Islamic traditions. So what is al-Banna’s Islamic approach 
regarding the issue of religious equality? In the first chapter of his book, Gamal al-Banna 
cites four Quranic verses, three of which involve religious equality and one of which does 
not. Besides 9:71, he cites these two egalitarian verses:

10  Ibid, 8.
11  See pages 5-6 of this paper.
12  Al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 125–139.
13  Ibid, 142.
14  Ibid, 141–142.
15  Ibid, 150–153.
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49:13: O mankind! … We have created you from male and female, and have made 
you nations and tribes that [you] may know one another … The noblest of you, in 
the sight of Allah, is the best in conduct … 16

3:195: Their Lord has answered them: “I will not allow the deeds of any one of you 
to be lost, whether you are male or female, each is like the other [in rewards] … ”17

As for the less egalitarian verse, al-Banna cites the following:

2:228: Wives have [rights] similar to their [obligations], according to what is 
recognized to be fair, and husbands have a degree [of right] over them. 

Al-Banna ascertains that the first part of this verse basically confirms equality except 
for “one degree” that he believes is based on the “guardianship” concept, which says 
husbands have to financially support and protect their wives. Al-Banna refers to the 
following verse:18

4:34: Men are guardians over women because Allah has made some of them excel 
others, and because men spend on them of their wealth.19

Abdel Haleem translates 4:34 as follows: “Husbands should take good care of their wives.” 
Other interpreters have chosen expressions such as “Men are in charge of women” 
(Pickthall) or “Men are the protectors and maintainers of women” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali).20 
This verse is frequently used to justify patriarchy, yet al-Banna does not believe that 
“degree” or “guardianship” refers to an absolute preference21 but rather, to something 
changeable and evolutionary, according to social conditions and individual efforts. His 
implicit message is that if women can now take over the responsibilities that only men 
had in the seventh century, then equal rights are not only possible, but also required.22

Polygamy
A second example of al-Banna’s approach to the Quran is the issue of polygamy. The 
traditional view on polygamy is represented by his countryman Yusuf al-Qaradawi (1926–), 
who writes that Islam allows a man to marry up to four women as long as he treats them 
justly with regard to food, housing, clothes, expenses, and the time he spends with each 

16 Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall, The Meaning of the Glorious Koran (New York: New American 
Library, 1960).
17 Unless indicated otherwise, all English translations of Quranic verses are from M.A.S. Abdel Haleem, 
trans., The Qur’an (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
18  See al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 47–48.
19  Maulawi Sher Ali, The Holy Quran (Tilford, UK: Islam International Publications Ltd., 2004).
20  See http://www.quranexplorer.com/quran.
21 See al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 48.
22  Ibid, 12–13.
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wife. Al-Qaradawi enumerates the following reasons why Islam permits polygamy in his 
opinion: If a wife is infertile, he deems it more just when the husband does not divorce 
her, but continues to provide for her and marries another. Second, a husband might have 
strong sexual needs the wife does not want to or cannot fulfill. Third, there are times 
(e.g., times of war) when there are more women than men in a certain community; al-
Qaradawi thinks it is better for a woman to be someone’s second, third, or fourth wife 
than not to be married at all.23

As stated above, Gamal al-Banna sees no requirement to follow traditionalist scholars, 
encourages us to think independently, and reminds us of the concrete social context in 
which the decisive Quranic passages (see below) were revealed. When Islam appeared 
in the seventh century, polygamy was widespread in Arabia and elsewhere. Al-Banna 
believes that the Quran intended to regulate this custom in a way that the first verses of 
“The Surah of the Women” outline:

4:1–3: People, be mindful of your Lord, who created you from a single soul, and 
from it created its mate, and from the pair of them spread countless men and 
women far and wide … Give orphans their property, do not replace [their] good 
things with bad, and do not consume their property with your own—a great sin. If 
you fear that you will not deal fairly with orphan girls, you may marry whichever 
[other] women seem good to you, two, three, or four. If you fear that you cannot 
be equitable [to them], then marry only one, or your slave(s): that is more likely to 
make you avoid bias.

Al-Banna emphasizes that according to verse 4:1, God created the humans from a single 
soul, which leans toward gender equality. Verse 4:3 has been used by millions of men to 
justify polygamy for over 1,000 years, and al-Banna draws attention to the context and 
actual meaning of the verse: it constitutes a warning to someone who wants to marry 
an orphan that he must not appropriate her property. Abdel Haleem comments in his 
translation of the Quran that “in pre-Islamic Arabia, some guardians of orphan girls used 
to marry them in order to take their property.” In order to minimize this “great sin,” 
the Quran limits polygamy to a maximum of four wives, but only if the man fears that 
he “will not deal fairly with orphan girls.” And if he fears that he “cannot be equitable 
[to them],” he must not have more than one spouse. This is corroborated by verse 4:127, 
which says: “God instructs you to treat orphans fairly.” Al-Banna deems it unbelievable 
that Muslim men have traditionally concentrated their whole attention on the words 
“two, three, or four” and that it is their alleged shariah right to marry up to four women. 
Hence, he asks indignantly, “Where are the orphan girls for whose unjust treatment 
in marriage the Quran fears and which was the justification for being allowed to marry 
‘two, three, or four?!’ Where is the fear of being unjust—in which case the man has to 

23 Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Erlaubtes und Verbotenes im Islam (The Lawful and Prohibited in Islam) 
(Munich: SKD Bavaria, 1989), 163–166. Original title: al-halal wa al-haram fi al-islam. See http://
www.2muslims.com/directory/Detailed/226100.shtml - Marrying More Than One Woman, chap. 3, sec. 2.
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limit himself to one wife?” Al-Banna establishes a connection between these verses and 
the warning in 4:129 that “You will never be able to treat your wives with equal fairness, 
however much you may desire to do so.”24

Gamal al-Banna concludes that Arab communities have forced their factual circumstances 
and lack of understanding upon the scriptures and have used them to make an excuse for 
polygamy. In his analysis, God permitted a limited kind of polygamy in order to fulfill the 
needs of seventh-century Arabia—yet when social conditions change, there is no more 
justification for polygamy, and monogamy should become the standard. Even an incident 
in Muhammad’s lifetime showed that if polygamy did not mitigate a grievance, it was 
not automatically acceptable. When Ali, the husband of Muhammad’s daughter Fatimah, 
wanted to marry a second woman, Muhammad refused, because he considered it a bad 
idea in that situation. The Prophet himself, al-Banna argues, set an ideal example when 
he stayed monogamous with his first wife, Khadijah, for about 25 years until she died. 
Although he was at his most virile during this marriage,25 Muhammad did not refer to 
“strong sexual needs”—which is one of al-Qaradawi’s above-mentioned arguments for 
polygamy—but only married multiple women for missionary and sociopolitical reasons 
later on.

Property and Inheritance
A third example of al-Banna’s approach to the Quran is the issue of property and 
inheritance. Once again, the author clarifies the historical background: In the pre-
Islamic “jahiliyyah” (“Age of Ignorance” lasting until AD 610), women were regarded as 
an unproductive burden to the tribes because they did not fight and work to the same 
degree as men. Female infanticide was common, and the Quran strongly denounces this 
in 16:58–59:

When one of them is given news of the birth of a baby girl, his face darkens and he 
is filled with gloom. In his shame he hides himself away from his people because of 
the bad news he has been given. Should he keep her and suffer contempt or bury 
her in the dust? How ill they judge!

The Quran warns the perpetrators of Judgment Day in 81:8-9: “When the baby girl 
buried alive is asked for what sin she was killed.” Furthermore, a woman did not receive 
inheritance at that time, but quite the contrary: she could be inherited, even by her own 
stepson.26 Here, verse 4:19 should be mentioned, as it contains the prohibition to treat 
women as objects:

4:19: It is not lawful for you to inherit women against their will, nor should you treat 
your wives harshly, hoping to take back some of the bride-gift you gave them.

24 Al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 40–42.
25  Ibid, 42–43.
26  Ibid, 9–10.
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Furthermore, verse 4:32 as well as the following verse reinforce that it is wrong to take 
away any of a woman’s belongings or rights just because she is not a man:

4:7: Men shall have a share in what their parents and closest relatives leave, 
and women shall have a share in what their parents and closest relatives leave, 
whether the legacy be small or large: this is ordained by God.

Al-Banna believes that Islam gave women the legal capacity to possess, buy, and sell—
without any interference from the father or husband—because it is a human right.27 
Nevertheless, one cannot deny the unequal treatment of women regarding inheritance, 
which becomes clear in verse 4:11: “Concerning your children, God commands you that 
a son should have the equivalent share of two daughters.” The Saudi Arabian theologian 
Ahmad bin Abdarrahman al-Qadi (1959–)28 issued a fatwa in 2006 stating that men 
inherit twice as much because they have to be the breadwinners of the family, while 
women do not. Al-Qadi also referred to verse 4:34 and seemed to insist that the natural 
differences between men and women automatically entail different roles in society.29 
In al-Qadi’s analysis, verses 4:11 and 4:34 determine the ratio of inheritance between 
a daughter and a son as well as men’s superiority over women until the end of time. In 
contrast, al-Banna believes that Islam revolutionized the relationship between man and 
woman, even though, unsurprisingly, it could not immediately implement complete 
gender equality in seventh-century Arabia. Yet the leap from women not having any 
rights regarding inheritance to having 50 percent of a man’s rights—theoretically, at 
least—was supposed to ingrain a sense of justice in people and acknowledge women as 
social actors, according to al-Banna.30 Supporters of a progressive Islam could very well 
argue that women inheriting half of what men inherit is an intermediate step for women 
toward the long-term objective of gender equality. This applies all the more since millions 
of women now share all the responsibilities that men used to bear alone (i.e., the social 
conditions on which this distribution was based have changed).

The Islamic Dress Code for Women
The way al-Banna analyzes the question of the appropriate Islamic dress code for women 
can serve as a fourth example of his approach to the Quran. Taking another look at 
al-Qaradawi’s The Lawful and Prohibited in Islam, the reader will find his following 
statement on a woman’s “‘awrah” (i.e., that part of the body that strangers aren’t 
allowed to see31): “A woman’s ‘awrah  is her entire body, excepting only her face and 
hands.”32 The most extreme interpretation is based on a doubtful hadith bequeathed by 

27  Ibid, 23 and 15–17.
28  See al-Qadi’s homepage, http://www.al-aqidah.com/?aid=show&uid=oq7bihl0.
29  See http://www.almokhtsar.com/node/9027.
30  Al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 19.
31  Al-Qaradawi adds that a woman’s close relatives are permitted to see her hair, legs, and cleavage.
32 Al-Qaradawi, The Lawful and Prohibited in Islam. See http://www.2muslims.com/directory/
Detailed/226100.shtml - The Prohibition of Looking at the %27Awrah of Others, chap. 3, sec. 1. See also 
al-Qaradawi, Erlaubtes und Verbotenes im Islam (The Lawful and Prohibited in Islam), 134–141.
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at-Tirmidhi, saying: “The woman is ‘awrah. When she leaves her home, the devil makes 
her look good (in order to mislead).”33 Al-Banna thinks the latter claim has no basis, 
because the Quran does not apply this term for the woman but only to her private parts. 
Verse 24:31 says: “… children who are not yet aware of women’s nakedness … ” Here, 
“women’s nakedness” is the adequate translation for “‘awrat an-nisa’i.”34

More importantly, al-Banna also questions al-Qaradawi’s traditionalist stance and 
explains that the pre-Islamic Bedouin woman covered her hair with a veil to protect 
her head from the harsh sun, and she let it hang down her back. The front of her dress 
would expose her cleavage, and it would have been impractical for her to cover her 
face. Her dress was wide so that she could move easily. Islam demanded only one 
change, according to al-Banna: that the woman cover her cleavage. Verse 24:31 was 
supposed to demand this for a better sense of decency, and Abdel Haleem translates a 
part of it as follows: “They [believing women] should let their headscarves fall to cover 
their necklines.” For al-Banna, the Quranic confirmation of the headdress is not a 
commandment but the acceptance of a dress code that had been in place before on the 
Arabian Peninsula. Ergo, the Quran neither invented nor commanded it.35 The same verse 
also says that women should “not display their charms beyond what [it is acceptable] to 
reveal.” However, this interpretation created dissent among the interpreters, and so the 
only clear duty al-Banna can ascertain in 24:31 is that the woman cover her cleavage. The 
duty that a woman should wear long clothes in the presence of strangers36 could be found 
in verse 33:59: “Prophet, tell your wives, your daughters, and women believers to make 
their outer garments hang low over them so as to be recognized and not insulted: God is 
most forgiving, most merciful.” Whether one finds a duty in this verse or not, it seems 
clear that this statement aims at the protection of women, not at forcing them to dress in 
a certain way.

Today, when Arabs talk about the headscarf they mostly use the term “hijab,” which 
means “curtain.” This word appears only once in the Quran. Furthermore, the relevant 
verse (33:53) addresses Muhammad’s wives, not all Muslim women: “When you ask his 
wives for something, do so from behind a screen: this is purer both for your hearts and 
for theirs.” Al-Banna also reminds his readers that the medieval zeitgeist considered 
women a taboo, a source of conflict and impurity that had to be veiled and locked up. He 
ascertains that with regard to clothes, the Quran merely commands decency, like any 
other religion.37 

33 See“an-niqab lil-mar’ah bayna al-qawl bi-bid‘iyyatihi wa al-qawl bi-wujubihi” (The face veil 
between illegitimate innovation and Islamic obligation), Yusuf al-Qaradawi, http://www.ikhwanwiki.
com. My own translation.
34 Al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 35.
35  Ibid, 26–27.
36  Ibid, 29.
37  Ibid, 31–34.
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Al-Banna’s Approach to the Sunnah: “Evil Eve”

Gamal al-Banna does not accept blind obedience to the judgments of former Islamic 
scholars regarding the authenticity of alleged hadiths. Instead of trusting a specific 
chain of transmitters, which has been the traditional method, he suggests evaluating 
the content of an ostensible hadith by its correspondence to the Quran and the practiced 
Sunnah. I would like to briefly review this approach by discussing the issues of “Evil 
Eve,” divorce in Islam, and women in authority.

As for “Evil Eve” (i.e., the mindset that women are morally inferior to men), the Quranic 
exegete al-Bukhari wrote the following in his “Sahih al-Bukhari”: “If it wasn’t for Eve, 
no woman would cheat on her husband.”38 Although many Sunnis consider al-Bukhari’s 
aforementioned work the most authentic book after the Quran, it is noteworthy that the 
latter does not accuse Eve for her and Adam’s expulsion from paradise, but blames them 
both equally:

2:35–36: We said, “Adam, live with your wife in this garden. Both of you eat 
freely there as you will, but do not go near this tree, or you will both become 
wrongdoers.” But Satan made them slip, and removed them from the state they 
were in.

If Satan made them slip, it was surely not only Eve’s fault. Confirming this, Adam and Eve 
reply to God in verse 7:23: “Our Lord, we have wronged our souls: if You do not forgive us 
and have mercy, we shall be lost.” If anything, the Quran blames Adam more than Eve: 

20:120–121: But Satan whispered to Adam, saying, “Adam, shall I show you the 
tree of immortality and power that never decays?” and they both ate from it. They 
became conscious of their nakedness and began to cover themselves with leaves 
from the garden. Adam disobeyed his Lord and was led astray.

Al-Banna emphasizes that the Quran warns both Adam and Eve not to approach the 
famous tree and condemns Adam more than Eve when they do. Thus, it becomes clear 
that the aforementioned hadith about Eve’s fault contradicts several Quranic verses, 
which is why al-Banna regards it as untrustworthy. The Islamic scholar condemns such 
fabrications, which imagine the moral inferiority of millions of women, and he regrets 
that some modes of thought from the pre-Islamic era were incorporated into Islamic texts 
that many Muslims consider authoritative. 

38 Ibid, 115. He cites Dr. Muhammad as-Sa‘id Mushtahari, “hiwar al-‘aql” (Dialogue of reason), jaridat 
al-ahrar (al-Ahrar newspaper),  August 9, 1993.
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Divorce in Islam

In 1952 al-Azhar’s above-mentioned Fatwa Committee referred to Quranic verse 4:3439 
and acknowledged the patriarchal interpretation that only the husband had the right 
of divorce.40 In addition, custom enabled the husband to divorce his wife simply by 
saying: “Leave, hereby you are divorced.”41 At the same time, there have been hadiths 
contradicting these traditions of divorce. So what is to be done to evaluate the credibility 
of these reports and to achieve an appropriate Islamic judgment? Al-Banna first takes a 
look at two short hadiths: When a woman called Barirah wanted to divorce her husband 
Mughith, the Prophet tried to save their marriage on behalf of the latter. She asked 
Muhammad: “Is this an order?” He replied: “No, I’m just a mediator.” Then she insisted 
on her divorce.42 On another occasion, Muhammad learned that a man had divorced 
his wife by saying three consecutive times “I divorce you,” instead of saying it once and 
trying to reconcile until three attempts had truly failed. Muhammad complained: “Is he 
toying with God’s book while I’m still among you?!”43

Since al-Banna measures the authenticity of the hadiths by the Quran, the next step of his 
approach is to directly check the verses pertaining to the issue of divorce. The Egyptian 
scholar highlights three Quranic passages that deal with a woman’s rights in the event of 
divorce, namely 2:228–241, 4:19–22, and 65:1–7. Verse 2:229 expresses that “wives either 
be kept on in an acceptable manner or released in a good way” (see also 65:2), and that 
husbands must not take back anything they have given their wives (see also 4:20–21). 
Yet there will be no blame “if the woman opts to give something for her release,” which 
shows that the wife does have the possibility to get divorced. In 2:236, the Quran allows 
husbands to get divorced but commits them to fairly provide for their wives, “the rich 
according to his means and the poor according to his.” Verse 2:241 corroborates that 
ex-husbands have to maintain their divorced wives fairly, while 65:1–2 generally forbids 
ex-husbands to “drive them [the women] out of their homes.” Here we also face a clear 
commandment to regulate divorce by establishing witnesses, which is incompatible with 
a divorce based on merely stating “I divorce you.” Furthermore, a husband is obliged to 
let his wife live in their common home until the waiting period for the divorce is over. 
During this period, he must not make her life difficult, and if she is pregnant, he has to 
support her until the birth. The husband also has to pay for her as long as she breastfeeds 
their common child (see 65:6). Verse 65:7 emphasizes that a rich man is obligated to pay 
her more, but the man who is not wealthy is not exempt from this duty.44 

39  See pages 5-6 of this paper.
40  Al-Banna, al-mar’ah al-muslimah (The Muslim Woman), 134.
41  Ibid, 55.
42  Ibid, 39.
43  Ibid, 8 and 120. He cites an-Nasa’i (AD 830–AD 915).
44  Ibid, 53–55.
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From all this it follows that there is no Quranic verse giving only the husband the right 
of divorce, and nowhere does the book facilitate divorce for men and permit them to 
abdicate their responsibilities to their wives. In contrast to the issue of “Evil Eve,” where 
the relevant hadith completely contradicts multiple Quranic verses, al-Banna’s approach 
demonstrates that the above-mentioned hadiths that allow women to get divorced 
are credible, as they supplement the pertinent Quranic verses. It is striking how much 
Muhammad’s complaint that a man who was trying to get divorced was “toying with 
God’s book”45 resembles verse 2:231, which warns Muslims not to make a mockery of God’s 
revelations. It also seems fair to surmise that people, especially men, have much too often 
overlooked very clear Quranic verses and very plain hadiths that yield unwanted results.

Women in Authority

When the news spread that Sassanid King Khosrau II, who reigned from AD 590 to AD 
628, was going to appoint one of his daughters as heiress to the throne, a man named 
Abdarrahman bin Abi Bakrah allegedly heard Muhammad say: “A people that has given 
the authority to a woman will not succeed.” Although al-Banna concludes that bin Abi 
Bakrah’s credibility suffers from an incident in which he gave false testimony against 
al-Mughirah bin Shu‘bah, who was accused of fornication, let us assume for the sake of 
argument that this was not the case. Any hadith researcher would deem it suspicious 
that first, there are conflicting versions as to what Muhammad exactly said, and second, 
no other report confirms this supposed hadith. However, the most significant piece of 
evidence for al-Banna is that there is not a single clear passage in the Quran that might 
corroborate the view that women shouldn’t be given any authority. Quite the contrary: 
the aforementioned hadith contradicts the positive Quranic portrayal of the Queen of 
Sheba in the verses 27:22–44.46

Gamal al-Banna resorts to a second method to show that bin Abi Bakrah’s report is 
untrustworthy: the scholar distinguishes between Muhammad’s undisputed practiced 
tradition (or “Sunnah”) on the one hand, and more or less doubtful single statements 
without much context (“hadiths”) on the other hand. Research indicates that 
Muslim women were religious, social, and political activists in the early days of Islam. 
Commenting on the women’s pledge of loyalty to Muhammad, Mahmud Shaltut (1893–
1963), the former grand imam of al-Azhar (1958–1963), noted that women had their own 
ceremony without men, which showed that in Islam women and men do share some of 
the same responsibilities.47 Al-Banna adds that women suffered from the persecution in 
Mecca and immigrated to Medina just as the men did. Some women even participated 
in wars and obtained a part of the booty.48 During the severe political crisis at the end 

45  Ibid, 8 and 120.
46  Ibid, 79–82 and 18.
47  Ibid, 15. He cites Mahmud Shaltut, “risalat al-qur’an wa al-mar’ah” (Treatise on the Quran and the 
woman), 3.
48  Ibid, 85 and 90.
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of Uthman’s caliphate, Umm Salamah, Muhammad’s widow, intervened to prevent 
the upcoming civil war by sending a letter to Uthman himself. Aishah, Muhammad’s 
other widow, did her best to prevent the civil war after Uthman’s assassination.49 Al-
Banna summarizes that in this essential period of Islam, women made speeches and 
courageously confronted the political leaders. Nobody told these women to stay at 
home, to cover their faces, or to stop speaking because their voices were ‘awrah. Since 
both the Quran and the events of the early Islamic period contradict bin Abi Bakrah’s 
aforementioned report, al-Banna is sure that the idea to ban women from positions of 
authority emanated from later Islamic jurists.50

Conclusion

The Egyptian thinker Gamal al-Banna was an Islamic feminist because he interpreted 
Islamic texts to establish gender equality. In contrast to many conservative Islamic 
scholars and some fundamentalist intellectuals, al-Banna’s thinking represents an 
egalitarian interpretation of Islam that entails great hope for Muslims who believe that 
Islam is a progressive religion. This paper attempts to demonstrate al-Banna’s Islamic 
advocacy for women’s rights with regard to religious equality, polygamy, property 
and inheritance, dress code, moral integrity, divorce, and positions of authority. By 
publishing The Muslim Woman, Gamal al-Banna stepped into Qasim Amin’s shoes, and 
therefore it is no surprise that he defended The Liberation of Woman as an attempt to 
realize the true principles of the Quran and justice.51

Al-Banna’s approach to the Quran is fairly simple: interpreting the Quran by the Quran 
itself,52 without feeling bound to the Islamic jurists. Al-Banna demonstrates that one 
must not rely on old judgments because they might be outdated, the author might have 
been wrong, or the texts might have been manipulated. The ultimate measures of any 
Quranic commandment are justice, reason, and the well-being of the community. Al-
Banna’s approach to the Sunnah is also quite straightforward: if there is any account 
of Muhammad that contradicts the words of the Quran, the spirit of the Quran, 
Muhammad’s undisputed practiced Sunnah, and reason, al-Banna considers it a forgery. 
This is how he aims to justify a new Islamic jurisprudence. 

Al-Banna’s methodological contribution is that he breaks out of the traditional 
framework of the Islamic scholars who have too often restricted Islamic thought. One 
cannot miss that he urges Muslims to be intellectually independent of orthodox Islamic 
institutions and movements. By being an example for the direct analysis of the Quran 
without relying on any intermediaries, al-Banna strengthens independent thought and 
encourages all those who question the patriarchal and authoritarian legacy of the Islamic 

49  Ibid, 93–94.
50  Ibid, 100.
51  Ibid, 123.
52  Ibid, 174.
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heritage. Furthermore, his approach to alleged hadiths helps researchers to investigate 
the conformity of certain reports with the Quran. This especially applies to the statements 
that depict women as inferior to men, whether morally, intellectually, or otherwise.

Al-Banna contributes to the discussion about women in Islam by sharing his conviction 
that without a new Islamic approach (i.e., if one relies on traditional methods), there will 
be no gender equality, but as part of a progressive interpretation of Islam, gender equality 
is possible. He is convinced that the Quran contains demands that were revolutionary for 
the seventh century. At that time, the extremely patriarchal societies were not ready to 
seriously consider gender equality. Nevertheless, the fact that the Quran contains—and 
that Muhammad strove for—the complete religious and moral equality of women suggests 
enormous social improvement in seventh-century Arabia. The same holds true for the 
recognition of women as active citizens and for an increase in women’s rights concerning 
inheritance and testimony from virtually nothing to 50 percent, for example. This Islamic 
philosophy of progression toward more equality can be convincing. Based on the premise 
that Islam is a religion for all times and places, which is one of the very few foundations 
all Muslims agree on, the following question arises for present-day believers: is Islam still 
a moral force for progressive social change53 toward justice, as it was originally? Gamal al-
Banna’s answer is a clear “yes.”

Luay Radhan studied political science, the Middle East, and English philology at 
Heidelberg University in Tiffin, Ohio, and the University of Massachusetts at Boston. His 
master’s thesis in political science was on “Islam and Democracy: Two Case Studies.” At 
the University of Marburg, Germany, he completed his Ph.D. thesis in Middle East studies 
on “Muslims Against the Islamic State: Arab Critics and Supporters of Ali Abdarraziq’s 
Islamic Laicism.”

53  Ibid, 177 and 193.
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Abstract 

The women’s movement in Morocco has been divided by competing frameworks 
regarding how best to achieve women’s rights and improve women’s status within 
Moroccan society. Through in-depth interviews with leaders across the spectrum of 
the Moroccan women’s movement and by focusing on the two legal codes that provide 
the most promise for and combat discrimination against Moroccan women—the 2004 
Family Code and the 2003 Penal Code—this article delineates how competing frameworks 
within the women’s movement evaluate public policy prescribed by the laws’ most 
controversial articles. Much of the friction between these competing frameworks can 
be explained by Sabatier’s Advocacy Coalition Framework, which divides advocacy 
alignments according to opposing and often conflicting core beliefs, policy core beliefs, 
and policy prescriptions. Only by first understanding the competing frameworks 
within the movement and analyzing how they interpret policy evaluations and future 
prescriptions can the united women’s movement serve as a catalyst for Moroccan 
women’s advancement as a whole.

Introduction 

As in Tunisia and Egypt, the success of the moderate Islamic Justice and Development 
Party (PJD) in Morocco’s 2011 parliamentary elections and the appointment of PJD 
leader Abdelilah Benkirane as prime minister marked the rise of political Islam 
through democratic elections in another North African state. Concern arose quickly 
over what these election results might mean to the status of women in Morocco, and 
these concerns heightened when only one woman—Bassima Hakkaoui from the PJD—
received a ministerial appointment as minister of solidarity, women, family, and social 
development. This single appointment seemed a significant setback for Moroccan 
women, who had recently boasted as many as seven women in a previous cabinet. 
The PJD coalition-led parliament seemed positioned to promote a more religious-
based political agenda, closely aligned with the Islamic feminist (IF) perspective on 
women. While some of these concerns were addressed by the government reshuffle in 
October 2013 and King Mohammed VI’s appointment of five additional women cabinet 
ministers, concerns remain that the PJD, Hakkaoui, and the IF’s more conservative policy 
prescriptions may represent a major setback for Moroccan women.

Competing Frameworks: Feminists Differ 
Over Best Path to Moroccan Women’s Rights
By Ginger Feather
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This article assesses the competing frameworks of women’s empowerment in Morocco: 
the Western-leaning Muslim feminist (WLMF) perspective and the aforementioned more 
conservative (IF) perspective. The WLMFs focus on the alignment of Moroccan national 
laws, such as the 2004 family law known as the Moudawana and 2003 Penal Code, with 
Morocco’s international legal commitments, including the UN Convention to End All 
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
and the UN Convention Against Torture. These conventions and the WLMFs privilege 
the rights of the individual over the family or society as a whole. The IFs, on the other 
hand, promote women’s rights in keeping with Morocco’s Islamic faith and culture, the 
complementarity of gender roles, and the elevation of Moroccan society as a whole rather 
than its constituent parts. The IFs view the implantation of Western legal institutions in 
Moroccan Islamic society as ill conceived and illustrations of how laws intended to protect 
Moroccan women actually leave them vulnerable to precarious socioeconomic shifts 
of fortune. This article offers a comparative analysis of the WLMF and IF perspectives 
through in-depth interviews with movement leaders in order to provide greater clarity of 
the polarization within the Moroccan women’s movement. A clearer differentiation of the 
competing trends apparent within the women’s movement and Moroccan society at large 
may serve to promote intramovement understanding and dialogue, thus strengthening 
the women’s movement as a whole.

Some of the friction between the WLMF and the IF trends can be explained theoretically 
by the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF), which was first proposed by Sabatier and 
Jenkins-Smith.1 ACF delineates between advocacy coalitions based on their opposing 
and often conflicting core beliefs, policy core beliefs, and policy prescriptions. Two 
additional underlying principles of this framework revolve around the idea that 
decision-making is limited by the “bounded rationality” of the actors. Actors must make 
decisions with incomplete information, limited resources, limited ability to process 
available information, and reliance on heuristics in decision-making.2 In addition, ACF 
incorporates Quattrone and Tversky’s prospect theory, in which actors will exaggerate 
the maliciousness of perceived opponents—a devil’s shift—amplifying the severity 
of losses to a rival coalition while mobilizing coordinated action among policy allies.3 
These cleavages and ideological contretemps are apparent in the Moroccan women’s 
rights movement, perhaps limiting the effectiveness of the movement as a whole to the 
detriment of Moroccan women’s empowerment.

1 Paul Sabatier and Hank Jenkins-Smith, “The Advocacy Coalition Framework: An Assessment,” in 
Theories of the Policy Process, ed. Paul Sabatier (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1999), 117–68.
2 Herbert Simon, “Human Nature in Politics: the Dialogue of Psychology with Political Science,” 
American Political Science Review 79 (1985): 293–304
3 George Quattrone and Amos Tversky, “Contrasting Rational and Psychological Analyses of Political 
Choice,” The American Political Science Review 83 no. 3 (1988): 719–736.
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Methodology

The methodology of this research includes content analysis of pertinent legislation and 
conventions, followed by the examination of a 2012 pilot study that includes surveys of 
approximately 125 university students, professors, and women’s rights activists in Rabat 
and Fes, as well as preliminary interviews with several key women’s rights activists 
and political figures. First, I analyzed the relevant national laws and international 
conventions deemed most crucial to women’s advancement in Morocco, including the 
2004 Moudawana, the 2003 Penal Code, the 2011 constitution, the UN Convention to 
End Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, and the UN Convention to End Torture, as well as Moroccan and international press 
articles regarding Moroccan women’s rights. Second, based on the document analysis, I 
assembled a list of the most salient issues facing Moroccan women specifically and society 
at large today to tease out during in-depth interviews conducted in 2013. The surveys and 
preliminary interviews identified eight issues to address in the Moudawana: marrying 
age, wali, polygamy, divorce, child custody, guardianship, child support, and property 
rights. In addition, eight issues and articles within the legal code were raised as subjects 
of contention and added to the core interviews: the criminalization of domestic violence, 
Article 475 (allows an accused rapist to escape prosecution by marrying his underage 
victim), Article 486 (defines violence), Article 487 (does not recognize conjugal rape as a 
legal offense), Article 488 (distinguishes rape victims by virginity and age), Article 490 
(criminalizes extramarital sex), Article 494 (does not protect kidnapping victims the 
same regardless of sex or marital status), and Article 496 (criminalizes the sheltering of a 
married woman). Each of these articles and issues will be analyzed in-depth below.

The interviews for this study were conducted with six leaders of the Association Nationale 
al-Hidn representing the IF perspective as well as key WLMF organizations, including the 
Moroccan Association for Women’s Rights (AMDF), the secular Democratic Association 
of Moroccan Women (ADFM), the socialist Union of Women’s Action (UAF), and the ISIS 
Center for Women and Development (ICWAD).4 Interviews were conducted in French, 
Arabic, and English, primarily at association headquarters in Rabat, Fes, Tangier, 
Tetouan, Meknes, Ifrane, and Casablanca in March and April of 2012 and June and July of 
2013. The interviews were recorded and transcribed and translated for follow on analysis. 
The majority of these organizations enjoy Special Consultative Status with the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Nevertheless, their perspectives vary on 
how best to promote and secure Moroccan women’s personal empowerment and legal 
rights. While the WLMF organizations view the Moudawana as a groundbreaking shift 
from Sharia-based family law, the al-Hidn organization suggests the Moudawana might 
actually represent a step back for Moroccan women.5

4 Many of the key players in the Moroccan women’s movement were detailed in Zakia Salime’s overview 
of the movement in Between Feminism and Islam: Human Rights and Sharia Law in Morocco.
5 Al-Hidn leaders and members, interview by author, al-Hidn headquarters, Casablanca, July 10, 2013.
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The literature on the women’s movement in Morocco provides additional evidence of 
the clear contradictions between the WLMF and IF trends. Valentine Moghadam notes 
that the rise of the women’s rights discourse in Morocco as a part of feminism’s second 
wave was “often in direct confrontation with fundamentalism, political Islam, and 
religio-nationalist trends.”6 Fatima Sadiqi indicates that the “liberal” feminists did not 
concentrate on religious texts, but instead on articulating their legal demands in terms 
of “liberalizing” society.7 Zakia Salime in her 2011 book Between Feminism and Islam: 
Human Rights and Sharia Law in Morocco offers an excellent detailed introduction 
to the early friction between the WLFM and IF trends and how these trends within the 
movement chastened and motivated one another.8 Salime’s narrative ends, however, 
with the passage of the 2004 Moudawana without an indication of how effective the 
new family law is at facilitating gender equality within individual families. Likewise, no 
in-depth study has been undertaken to analyze the persistent discrepancies between 
the WLFMs and IFs regarding the challenges to full implementation of the legal reforms 
in Moroccan society or, more importantly, the impact of these reforms on Moroccan 
women’s lives. This project aims to illuminate the divergent trends within the Moroccan 
women’s movement in hopes of fostering greater intramovement cooperation and 
understanding.

Prior to the rise of the global women’s rights agenda and the Beijing Women’s Conference 
in 1995, the WLMF associations actively promoted women’s rights in Morocco. Their 
efforts culminated in the 1992 One Million Signatures Campaign to revise the Moudawana 
and achieve greater socioeconomic gender equality. Organizations such as the UAF, 
AMDF, and ADFM were the leaders of this early feminist push for greater gender equality. 
These efforts resulted in the 1993 initial revision of the Moudawana under King Hassan 
II and the 1999 National Action Plan that promoted women’s inclusion in the national 
economy. In response to the WLMF petition campaign, the IFs created the first women’s 
rights organization with an Islamist agenda in 1992: the Organization for the Renewal of 
Women’s Awareness (ORWA). This allowed IFs to take part in the international dynamics 
of women’s rights. In 2000, more than 60 women’s groups organized demonstrations 
in Rabat calling for reforms to women’s legal status, especially within the family 
code. In response, the same year, the Islamists organized a mass rally in Casablanca in 
opposition to Moudawana reform. In order to be included in the United Nations process, 
ORWA founding member Khadija Mufid created an offshoot organization, the al-Hidn 
organization, which focuses on low-income families and children and now enjoys 
consultative status within the United Nations. 

6 Valentine Moghadam, Modernizing Women: Gender and Social Change in the Middle East (Colorado: 
Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2013), 66.
7 Fatima Sadiqi and Moha Ennaji, Women in the Middle East and North Africa (New York: Routledge, 
2011), 36–38.
8 Zakia Salime, Between Feminism and Islam: Human Rights and Shariah Law (Minnesota: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2011), 58–60.
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International Frameworks and National Agenda Setting

An initial distinction between WLMFs and IFs is the textual foundations of their advocacy. 
The WLMFs utilize international conventions to which Morocco is a signatory as the 
major tool in the promotion of Moroccan women’s rights. The IFs, however, view 
women’s position as best defined through religious texts, including the Quran, sunna, 
and hadith. The most prominent secular framework the WLMFs employ is CEDAW, which 
is known as the International Women’s Bill of Rights. CEDAW was signed by Morocco in 
1993 with reservations to Articles 2, 9(2), 15(4), 16, and 29, which contradicted national 
or Islamic law at that time. “These reservations deal[t] with the legal and constitutional 
equality between men and women, equality within the family, the right of women to pass 
on their nationality to their foreign-born spouses and children, and women’s right to 
freedom of movement.”9 In 1996, Brandt and Kaplan challenged these so-called “Islamic 
exceptions,” questioning the exact nature of religious contradictions that prevented 
CEDAW’s full ratification.10 These reservations served as a focal point for WLMF advocacy, 
resulting in the adoption of new national laws to remedy Morocco’s reservations. The 
new laws included the 2003 Penal Code, the 2004 Moudawana and Labor Codes, and the 
2007 Nationality Code, which ended some discriminatory practices aimed at women. 
In 2008, King Mohammed VI lifted the reservations to CEDAW following the reforms to 
the national laws that brought Morocco into full compliance.11 ADFM Treasurer Fouzia 
Yassine notes that her organization worked within regional coalitions and networks 
such as the Coalition Equality Without Reservations, which began in Rabat in 2006, in 
order to achieve CEDAW’s adoption without reservations. More recently, the UN General 
Assembly adopted an Optional Protocol to CEDAW in 1999, which allows individual 
women or groups of women to submit claims of violations of rights protected under 
CEDAW. Furthermore, the Optional Protocol establishes a procedure to initiate inquiries 
into situations of grave or systematic violations of women’s rights and allows women 
the possibility of entering into international court or filing a complaint with the CEDAW 
Commission if they have suffered discrimination.12 ADFM has advocated for the adoption 
of the Optional Protocol, since it will allow Moroccan women greater legal recourse 
beyond what is provided by the country’s national—and very conservative—legal system.

9 Nadia Guessous, “Having a Conversation on Other Terms: Gender and the Politics of Representation 
in the New Moroccan Government,” Jadaliyya, January 9, 2011, http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/
index/3983/having-a-conversation-on-other-terms_gender-and-th.
10 Michele Brandt and Jeffrey A. Kaplan, “The Tension between Women’s Rights and Religious Rights: 
Reservations to CEDAW by Egypt, Bangladesh, and Tunisia,” Journal of Law and Religion 12 no. 1 (1996): 
105–142.
11 “About CEDAW: The Treaty for Women’s Equality,” www.cedaw2010.org/index.php/about-cedaw. 
To date, 187 out of 194 countries have ratified CEDAW. Only seven have not ratified the convention, 
including the United States, Sudan, South Sudan, Somalia, Iran, and two small Pacific Island nations, Palau 
and Tonga.
12 “Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women,” December 22, 2000, http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/protocol.
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In addition to CEDAW, the WLMF uses the UN’s Convention against Torture (ratified 
in 1993), the UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, and the 
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child to address violence against women (VAW) 
and women’s rights. VAW is a major issue in Moroccan society. A 2009–2010 survey 
conducted by the Moroccan High Commissariat of Planning noted that 62 percent 
of Moroccan women have suffered from some form of violence.13 One way WLMFs 
indicate they use these conventions is to hold the Moroccan government accountable 
for their implementation through shadow reports.14 In 2004, ADFM submitted a shadow 
report to the UN Committee against Torture in Geneva with recommendations to the 
Moroccan government regarding the treatment of women. ADFM pointed out the specific 
consequences that may result when women are subjected to sexual torture, including 
unwanted pregnancies and miscarriages. In addition, ADFM called for the revision of 
discriminatory articles against women in the penal code, including categorizing rape 
based on a woman’s virginity, paternity testing, and the abduction of minors and 
married women. ADFM also requested several best practices scenarios. For example, 
female victims of violence should be provided with female police officers, psychological 
counselors, legal advisors, physicians, and social workers. Finally, ADFM appealed to the 
Moroccan government to launch a major information and training campaign for judges, 
public prosecutors, and law enforcement officers, covering gender-related issues and 
specific types of violence that affect women.15 The shadow reports by ADFM provide 
another mechanism to hold the Moroccan government accountable and to identify 
particular policy prescriptions for identified shortcomings in the system. In this way, 
ADFM is able to inform and educate while aligning Moroccan reality with norms and best 
practices at the international level.

WLMFs have also used the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) to obtain 
women’s rights through their children, such as the recognition of children born out 
of wedlock, following paternity tests. These mechanisms provide the framework for 
women’s organizations to indirectly pressure and hold accountable their governments. 
WLMFs have used CRC Articles 19, 28, 31, 32, and 34 to combat the widespread 
practice of child domestic labor (petites bonnes), which is largely a feminized issue. 
Another advocate for children, Najia Adib, president of the association Don’t Touch My 
Children, works to eradicate pedophilia and other forms of child abuse in Morocco. Adib 
indicates that the first obstacle has been getting the government to acknowledge that 
such a problem exists and on a large scale. Still, Adib confides, government funding to 
combat these types of child abuse is negligible. For example, her organization receives 

13 http://www.hcp.ma.
14 Shadow reports are a secondary data source along with government reports to give an appraisal of the 
status of women in a particular country. This is one avenue civil society has of influencing public policy 
indirectly and applying pressure on the national government for change on behalf of women.
15 “State Violence in Morocco,” ADFM report to UN Committee against Torture, April 30, 2004, http://
www.omct.org/files/2004/04/2436/stateviolence_morocco_04_eng.pdf.
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only $1,000 annually for its work rescuing child maids from abusive situations and 
intervening in neighborhoods and villages near Rabat on behalf of sexually and 
physically abused children.16

To complement their use of international conventions, ADFM’s Yassine notes, in 1998 
the ADFM established the Nejma Centers for women victims of violence as well as a 
network of listening centers called Anaruz. ADFM is a part of the Anaruz network, which 
is composed of 44 associations and drop-in centers. There is a national coordinator and 
four regional coordinators, and the networks collect statistics on gender-based violence 
and submit annual reports to the state. Each association presents its own memo because 
even within the WLMF trend “we don’t always have the same vision, the same demand.”17 
For example, ADFM wants secularity, while other associations do not make that their 
aim. Noufissa Ibn, the general secretary of AMDF’s Casablanca chapter, frames her 
organization’s advocacy within the principles and beliefs in the inalienable and universal 
rights of man and notes the importance of the text of the law and judicial support based 
on the “equality of opportunity and the equality of choice between the sexes.”18 Despite 
varying policy perspectives within the WLMF coalition, associations generally agree to 
combine their efforts and work together on behalf of Moroccan women.

Through the listening centers, WLMFs developed “a numerical reality” of the problems 
faced by Moroccan women, especially gender-based violence. These centers have not only 
helped to quantify the level of difficulties from which women are suffering, but they have 
also been a pivotal instrument by which to “give a human face to” the problems plaguing 
women visiting the centers. The president of the UAF chapter in Tetouan, Nadia Naim, 
indicates that when the listening centers opened in Rabat and Casablanca 30–40 women 
visited each day for assistance.19 Ibn notes that as the AMDF began as a largely elite-
driven organization, it had to determine if its leadership’s perspectives on women’s rights 
and the particular hardships faced by women were in keeping with the perspectives of 
the Moroccan population at large. Consequently, the Nejma Centers focus on advocacy 
and providing women with legal training and empowerment, but they also proved to 
be a mechanism for synchronizing the agenda of the WLMFs with women at risk. After 
hearing about families’ problems caused by the previous nationality code, Yassine notes 
that ADFM was able to advocate more effectively for the new 2007 Nationality Code. 
ADFM quantified the difficulties faced by women due to the discriminatory nature of the 
previous nationality code, which did not allow Moroccan women married to foreigners 
to pass on Moroccan citizenship to their children. Prior to this reform, the children of 
Moroccan women married to foreigners were ineligible for services provided to Moroccan 
citizens, such as health care, education, and employment; they were essentially treated 
like foreigners in their own country. In addition, based on case studies at the Nejma 

16  Najia Adib, interview by author, July 1, 2013.
17 Yassine, interview by author.
18  Noufissa Ibn, interview by author, AMDF headquarters, Casablanca, July 10, 2013. 
19  Nadia Naim, interview by author, Tetouan, July 8, 2013.
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Centers, ADFM was able to include statistics and examples from the center’s clients in its 
advocacy for the 2004 labor code reform, which included articles against child labor and 
sexual harassment in the workplace. “Before, women had no legal recourse in addressing 
workplace sexual harassment, but now they at least have a legal footing to complain.”20 
 
In addition to legal advise, the Nejma Centers offer psychological, medical, social, and 
administrative support to women, based on the WLMFs’ application of international 
norms and legal texts. According to AMDF general secretary Noufissa Ibn, the WLMFs 
determined that the violence is based on political, economic, and social discrimination 
in women’s public and private lives as well as inequalities between women and men in 
everyday life and legal texts. From this, the women’s associations decided to focus on 
the Moudawana, the penal code, and politics. While the listening centers sensitize elite 
members of the women’s organizations to the problems real Moroccan women face, they 
simultaneously allow the women’s associations to educate the victims of violence on their 
rights. In addition, the women’s associations began incorporating the authorities with the 
power to remediate gender-based violence, such as judges and police, into the dialogue 
with the victims. The listening centers can only provide legal advise and education, since 
Article 496 criminalizes the sheltering of married women, even victims of domestic 
violence. The women’s firsthand accounts of the difficulty of assisting abused women 
and the challenges they face helped enlighten legal and judicial officials. By discussing the 
discriminatory practices in the law, the women’s organizations addressed public policy, 
the government, and the constitution. These insights then fostered a dialogue with 
local and national authorities, and the women’s associations were able to back up their 
recommendations with real-life statistics and interactions with victims. According to 
AMDF’s Noufissa Ibn, “the issue [of discrimination against women] is no longer driven by 
the elite, but by social realities.”21 

The WLMF coalition members come from diverse backgrounds with clear differences: 
some are more secular, some more socialist, and some more religious in tone, but they 
are united and work together toward many objectives and policy prescriptions. The 
Union of Feminist Action (UAF), for example, sprung from a small group of women 
that formed around the March 8 journal. Most of the members were from the leftist 
political party, the Organization for Action Populaire (OADP), which was legalized in 
1982 and would later become the Unified Socialist Party (PSU). When party priorities 
placed women’s rights second after democratization, a group of women formed the UAF 
in 1987 with a commitment to focus specifically on women’s issues. The UAF accepted 
financial assistance from French and Spanish organizations to start literacy programs 
and is especially active in urban areas, indicating that the state has dominated work in 
rural areas.22 UAF has also taken a major role in training women for political positions 
and created a national organization called Woman to Woman that works with women 

20  Yassine, interview by author.
21  Ibn, interview by author.
22  Naim, interview by author.
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who have been elected as parliamentarians or councilors. In addition, Naim notes, the 
UAF pushed for political parties to honor a pact to increase women’s representation 
in Parliament, going from 10 percent in 2000 to 12 percent in 2009 to 17 percent in 
2011. Parliamentary quotas have been invaluable to increasing women’s statistical 
representation in government, but further study must determine if they are able to 
then advocate for women from within the system or if they are simply co-opted into 
maintaining the status quo.

The UAF’s first policy objective was to revise the Moudawana. In 1992, the UAF launched 
the million signatures campaign calling for reform of the Moudawana, and a fatwa was 
issued against UAF activists, as the family law was considered sacred. This was the UAF’s 
first national-level campaign and prompted the 1993 minor revisions to the Moudawana 
under King Hassan II, which was a major accomplishment, given the Moudawana’s status 
as a sacred code. Nevertheless, women’s associations view the Moudawana as a law that 
legalized discrimination against women, regarding women as perpetual minors and 
claiming women should obey their husbands. UAF viewed these clauses as a violation of 
women’s human rights and, thus, intolerable. 

In terms of agenda setting and theoretical approaches within the women’s movement, 
some differences in focus are clear even within the WLMF trend. ADFM treasurer Yassine 
indicates, “All social change begins with the family, whether economically, socially, 
politically, or culturally.”23 Therefore, the WLMFs concentrate their efforts on alleviating 
the feminization of unemployment, school dropouts, and the lack of education. 
Moreover, Yassine emphasizes that ADFM’s “focus on women is not from a charitable 
perspective, but from the perspective of women’s rights as citizens.”24 UAF’s Naim 
indicates that gender equality is a matter of changing attitudes and mentalities in the 
family and at school. According to Naim, “School is the foundation, and current textbooks 
reproduce stereotypes that exist against women. [For example,] Fatima is always helping 
her mother in the kitchen and Mohammed is always going to the mosque with his dad.”25 
For the AMDF’s general secretary Ibn, the question is more theoretical: “How do we 
define the problems of Moroccan society, and is the question of women a priority?”26 Ibn 
points out that in all the ministerial sittings on education, employment, and immigration, 
they never talk about women, who are once again marginalized. Moreover, within the 
national budget, there is only a minimal amount of money allocated for the improvement 
of the status of women.27 UAF’s Naim notes that judges—who interpret and apply the 
laws—are conservative and working within a patriarchal system, and measures that 
should have accompanied the Moudawana reform simply did not follow.28 While the 

23  Yassine, interview by author.
24  Ibid.
25  Naim, interview by author.
26  Ibn, interview by author.
27  Ibid.
28  Naim, interview by author.
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WLMFs focus on women as the unit of analysis, ICWAD’s treasurer Souad Slaoui offers a 
perspicacious elaboration that “gender equality is not simply a woman’s fight, but men 
need to be included in the process as well.”29 While poverty, illiteracy, and violence are 
overwhelmingly feminized, the solution is one that will require efforts from all members 
of society—men and women.

While the WLMFs have focused on advocacy employing international conventions to 
reform national laws, IF organizations ground women’s empowerment within Quranic 
principles. Instead of seeing women’s advancement as coming through a Western human 
rights discourse focusing on the individual (with patriarchal male privileges as the villain) 
or the socialist perspective of overcoming women’s marginalization (due to capitalist 
exploitive system constraints), IFs seek a collective emancipation from colonial and 
systemic impediments. Moreover, as illustrated by the massive response demonstrations 
in Casablanca organized by Islamic groups opposing the Moudawana reforms, the IF 
organizations clearly resonate with the masses and boast a powerbase at the grassroots level 
that rivals that of the WLMFs. While the WLMFs concentrate on top-down emancipation, 
the IFs focus on a different trajectory: relief will come from the bottom-up.

2004 Moudawana

While the WLMF associations focus on the text of national laws and compliance with 
international commitments as a strategy, their first priority is to equalize the rights and 
obligations between men and women in the Moudawana. Nevertheless, clear differences 
are obvious in their assessments regarding implementation of the 2004 Moudawana. 
A principle distinction between the WLMFs and IFs is that the former focuses on the 
woman as the unit of analysis, whereas the latter focuses on the family and society as a 
whole as the unit of analysis. For example, the al-Hidn Association, representing the IF 
perspective, noted that marriage is not between a man and a woman, but between two 
families. This is a very subtle distinction, but one that becomes increasingly apparent 
through interviews with representatives from both WLMF and IF organizations. 
Likewise, the WLMFs emphasize equality between the genders, while the IFs promote the 
complementarity of gender roles and the wife as a dependent first of her father and then 
of her husband. Finally, the WLMFs rely on rules, universal laws, and international norms 
to dictate and construct the type of society in which they live, while the IFs promote 
cultural relativism and acknowledging exceptions within society. The IFs above all credit 
Islam and the framework it provides as assuring women economic security.

These contrasting frames are most clear through in-depth interviews and examples, as 
leaders from both sides address the implementation of these laws and the impact they 
are having on Morocco’s women. The articles from the Moudawana that most directly 
impact women are discussed in these interviews, including marrying age, the role of wali 

29  Souad Slaoui, interview by author, Meknes, June 28, 2013.
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(or legal sponsor) in a marriage, polygamy, divorce, child custody, guardianship, child 
support, and property rights. The contrasting viewpoints are subtle, but important.

The 2004 Moudawana raises the legal marrying age from 16 to 18 to equal that of men, but 
with exceptions, which is problematic according to the WLMFs. ADFM’s Yassine indicates 
that about 12 percent of marriages contracted in 2012 were underage marriages, and 
these were only the marriages that were registered. Many marriages are unregistered.30  
The exceptions—in AMDF’s Ibn’s opinion—derail full application of the Moudawana, 
since in remote regions some families prefer to marry off their daughters before the 
age of 18. According to Ibn, the “exception is the general rule now, and the age of 18 
has become the exception…there is a reversal in the application of the law—there is the 
non-respect and the non-application of the law.”31 Ibn adds that judges determine if 
girls are able to marry based on their size, strength, and whether or not they are capable 
of having sexual relations and carrying a baby. She indicates, in a more alarming trend, 
that the statistics gathered by women’s associations in the years immediately following 
the passage of the Moudawana—2005, 2006, and 2007—showed that the age at which 
families were marrying their daughters dropped from 16 or 17 to 15, 14, or even 13 years 
old. One concern echoed across the women’s movement is that as judges have increased 
their authority, they have grown bolder and are permitting girls to marry at increasingly 
younger ages.32 Underage marriage also occurs more in rural and mountainous regions, 
where the marrying age has reverted back to the pre-Moudawana times. UAF’s Naim 
notes, “Articles 20 and 21 in the Moudawana, which give judges permission to marry 
minors in exceptional cases, have become the rule, as more than 80 percent of the 
requests for underage marriage are approved.”33 ADFM’s Yassine adds that while the 
marrying age is applied, 99 percent of the minors involved in underage marriages are 
girls, not boys.34 Again, this is a gendered issue, and Yassine indicates that the causes 
are largely socioeconomic. “In less developed regions where there are no schools, 
impoverished families ask ‘Why would I keep my daughter? What is she to do?’ Or we can 
coexist a few kilometers apart, or she was raped and this restores the family honor.”35 To 
this end, according to Yassine, the Moudawana distinguishes between legal guardianship 
and matrimonial guardianship, which is at least one positive aspect.36 However, a large 
number of marriages are not registered, which leaves women in an even more precarious 
position, especially in the event of a divorce. ADFM’s Yassine indicates that unregistered 
marriages or fatiha are a serious problem in Morocco. Without a marriage contract 
specifying what the wife and what the husband pay for, women lack legal recourse during 
their marriage as well as in the event of a divorce. According to AMDF’s Ibn, multiple 

30  Yassine, interview by author.
31  Ibn, interview by author.
32  Ibid.
33  Naim, interview by author.
34  Yassine, interview by author.
35  Ibid.
36  Ibid.
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ministries need to get involved in educating the population to ensure that the Moudawana 
articles are respected.

On the other hand, the Islamic feminists, represented by the al-Hidn association, believe 
exceptions should be considered in the minimum age of marriage. Al-Hidn notes that 
while some people want their daughters to marry at 18, 16 has been a more traditional 
age. Al-Hidn explains that in the cities where education is readily available, most girls 
finish secondary school and then seek vocational training in sewing, embroidery, or 
pastry-making. However, remote rural areas are another situation. With long distances 
to schools, snow, and harsh road conditions, girls generally finish their education by age 
12. At this point, al-Hidn asks, what is she to do? Concern over family honor encourages 
some families to marry their underage daughters even if the marriage only lasts a year. 
Furthermore, since a daughter will join and be productive in her husband’s family and 
not her own, investing in education is problematic for many poor families.37 The girl 
receives legal protection through early marriage, and the father can rest knowing his 
daughter is now the legal responsibility of her husband. To this end, ICWAD treasurer 
Souad Slaoui notes that the governing Islamic PJD has considered lowering the marrying 
age to 16, blaming the increased marrying age on the rising problem of prostitution.38 A 
Moroccan girl who gets pregnant out of wedlock often has no choice but to go to another 
city to raise her child, as few Moroccan men will marry girls they slept with before 
getting married, and the child is considered illegitimate by her family and community. 
For this reason, the PJD believes lowering the marrying age will reduce the problem of 
promiscuity and premarital sex among young girls. Likewise, the al-Hidn organization 
claims that even if the early marriage does not last, the girl and any children are not 
considered illegitimate.

As for the issue of the wali or legal guardian, according to the 2004 Moudawana, girls can 
now marry without the approval or permission of a wali. While the WLMFs and IFs seem 
to agree that although women could legally marry without a wali, respectable women 
still involve their families in this important decision. AMDF’s Ibn notes that legally a 
Moroccan girl in 2013 does not need her father’s permission to marry and nothing obliges 
her to seek her father’s permission. Nevertheless, when signing a marriage contract, 
the adults who write the contract ask where the girl’s father and mother are. A girl who 
signs her marriage contract without her parents is considered a “girl of the streets” and 
is seen in a bad light if she gets married alone.39 As previously mentioned, the al-Hidn 
organization emphasizes that marriage is not between a man and a woman, but instead 
between two families. Therefore, the role of the wali is still extremely important. The 
wali gets to know the family, and if the marriage has problems or ends in divorce the wali 
supports the family and intercedes where necessary.40 Al-Hidn emphasizes that this is not 

37  Al-Hidn leaders and members, interview by author.
38  Slaoui, interview by author.
39 Ibid.
40  Al-Hidn leaders and member, interview by author.
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a religious but a cultural phenomenon, but in their opinion, “the court should demand 
the family’s authorization. The wali offers the wife protection, and by eliminating 
this mechanism of support, the woman is left vulnerable.”41 In addition, the wali is 
traditionally also responsible for helping to write the marriage contract and the property 
contract, which is separate. In the absence of the wali, the wife might not know how to 
best ensure her own legal protections within the marriage.

As for polygamy, the 2004 Moudawana requires a husband to get permission from his first 
wife before taking a second wife and to inform a potential second wife of the existence of 
a first wife before marrying. The WLMFs see the restrictions on polygamy as positive, but 
believe that further enforcement is necessary; the al-Hidn organization comes out more 
strongly in favor of polygamy as a means for protecting women. ICWAD’s Slaoui indicates 
that the new restrictions on polygamy are good because prior to the new Moudawana, 
wives would not find out their husband had other wives and children until he died.42 
Likewise, al-Hidn emphasizes that polygamy is restricted in the Quran and that most men 
should only take one wife. Nevertheless, according to al-Hidn, it is a man’s right to marry 
more than one woman; however, a woman can specify in her marriage contract if that is 
something she is amenable to or reserve the right to divorce her husband if he decides to 
take another wife. Al-Hidn notes that a man is limited to four wives and no girlfriends, 
and he must treat them all equally. Nevertheless, al-Hidn adds, there are exceptions 
when polygamy can be beneficial for women and provide them greater protection, 
such as in the event that a man’s wife is sterile. If polygamy were strictly forbidden, al-
Hidn illustrates, these women would risk divorce from husbands who desire children. 
Polygamy allows a husband to stay married and provide for the first wife, while taking a 
legal second wife who can produce children. ICWAD’s president Fatima Sadiqi notes that 
this supposition does not consider that it may be the husband who is unable to father 
children, and not the wife who is sterile.43 Another exception, pointed out by al-Hidn, 
is that in the event that a first wife becomes ill, the husband can stay married to the first 
wife while taking a second wife. Finally, al-Hidn notes, polygamy allows for men to grant 
more than one wife and children legitimacy. Men who have mistresses deny the woman 
legal recourse and legitimization. Furthermore, any children of the pair are considered 
illegitimate and lack the legal protections a marriage provides. While polygamy is limited 
and stigmatized, it provides for these exceptions. The Islamic allowance of multiple 
wives, according to al-Hidn, is an economic plan for women, providing them a safety 
net.44 Therefore, while the WLMFs view the practice of polygamy as antiquated and see 
the restrictions on polygamy as a positive first step, the IFs believe polygamy can actually 
protect women and provide them with more options.

41  Ibid.
42  Slaoui, interview by author.
43  Comments from ISIS/ICWAD president Fatima Sadiqi.
44  Al-Hidn leaders and members, interview by author.
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On the issue of divorce, equality between the genders is still lacking in Moroccan 
society. While divorce is an absolute right for the husband, the wife, according to the 
Moudawana, can only request a divorce based on irreconcilable differences or shaqaq, 
which is the only way a woman can repudiate her husband without giving evidence. With 
a shaqaq divorce, the husband and wife cannot continue to live together, even if they 
have property, a home, and work together. During this period, the judge holds three 
mediation sessions with the husband and wife in the presence of family members to try 
to reconcile the couple. Only if the wife is still convinced that she can no longer live with 
her husband after these three sessions does the judge grant the separation order. The 
shaqaq divorce is the main route for women to divorce their husbands and accounts for 
the highest percentage of divorces. The divorce takes about six months with four months 
of legal proceedings. Women can also file for a divorce based on abandonment if the 
husband has been absent for more than six months, but this type of divorce can take years 
to finalize. 

Al-Hidn views divorce from the impact it has on the entire family and not as a right to 
which women are entitled. “Women are more emotional,” according to al-Hidn. “With 
the smallest problem, a woman might repudiate her husband and then take him back the 
next day.”45 Al-Hidn emphasizes respect for the primacy of Islam and indicates that the 
interpretation of law creates problems. Al-Hidn does not see a woman as an individual 
first and foremost, but instead in relation to her family, husband, and children. Al-Hidn 
is alarmed by the growing number of divorces, which have multiplied extensively since 
the 2004 Moudawana, indicating that divine law should prevail over human law. In the 
case of domestic violence, however, al-Hidn insists that divorce is acceptable, as marriage 
should be based on love and respect. Al-Hidn quoted Surah al-Baqarah 2:229 that “a 
divorce is only permissible twice: after that, the parties should either hold together on 
equitable terms, or separate with kindness.”46 Above all, al-Hidn reiterates, the Islamic 
plan is an economic security plan for women. By allowing secular laws to replace Islamic 
law, women’s economic safety net is threatened.

As for child custody, the 2004 Moudawana made perhaps the most drastic change in 
switching custody primarily from the father to the mother. AMDF’s Ibn indicates that the 
mother is now the first to get the children following a divorce, followed by the maternal 
grandmother, followed by the father. “This is the only article in the Moudawana where 
the woman has an absolute right. The problem, however,” according to Ibn, “is that 
child custody is not only the mother’s right but also a huge responsibility, especially 
since almost two-thirds of women don’t work, and many women are nearly illiterate 
and lack an education.”47 Ibn suggests that “child custody is a huge task that the husband 
really wants to rid himself of.”48 The children stay with the mother until they turn 15, 

45  Ibid.
46  Ibid.
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at which time they go through another legal proceeding to discern whether they want 
to continue living with their mother or if they want to live with their father. However, 
Ibn adds, if a child is disabled, then he or she stays with the mother, and the woman 
will never remarry, as no Moroccan man will marry a woman with a disabled child. 
Moreover, according to Ibn, if a woman remarries, she may lose her children.49 ADFM’s 
Yassine indicates that if a woman remarries, then custody goes back to the father. If the 
father is absent, then the paternal grandmother gets custody, followed by a paternal 
aunt, followed only then by the mother.50 On the reverse issue, UAF’s Naim observes that 
some fathers should be considered for custody of the children, but mothers automatically 
receive custody.51 Al-Hidn adds that a woman who remarries loses her children, whereas 
the husband has the right to remarry.52 Overwhelmingly both groups agree that child 
custody being automatically granted to the mother is a right, but also a very heavy 
responsibility for which many Moroccan women are ill prepared.

ADFM’s Yassine adds that while the woman has custody of the children, the husband 
still retains legal guardianship. For example, if a child needs to change schools and the 
director does not agree, he will look to the father for permission. The mother is not 
the husband’s equal. Regardless of custody, only the father has guardianship, which 
poses a huge problem.53 UAF’s Naim notes that this is a real issue because Article 4 of 
the Moudawana indicates the family is the responsibility of both spouses, and yet the 
mother does not have the right to guardianship of her children. Furthermore, a father 
may appoint anyone he wishes as his children’s guardian in the case of his death, which 
deprives the mother of this right. Women who are divorced and have custody of the 
children end up with many difficulties. If the child needs a passport, a visa, or any other 
legal documentation, the woman is forced to ask her ex-husband, who still controls 
guardianship. Often, husbands use this as a means of blackmail.54

With regard to child support, Ibn notes that the husband is required to pay an amount of 
child support—which includes tuition fees, housing, everyday costs, clothes, and food—
decided by the judge. Nevertheless, many times the husband avoids paying child support 
or pays a minimal amount because the onus is on the wife to present documentation 
proving the husband’s assets. The problem is the woman’s inability to investigate and 
verify the husband’s net worth. Therefore, the judge decides on the necessary child 
support without sufficient administrative, financial, and human resources to conduct a 
thorough investigation. The fathers invariably underreport their earnings, and children 
are left without proper financial support.55 Consequently, according to Ibn, children of 
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divorce suffer disproportionately from a lack of education and drug involvement. Noting 
a study conducted in Casablanca, Ibn indicates that three-fourths of all street children 
under the age of 14 come from divorced families. To overcome this underpayment of 
child support, additional human, financial, scientific, and judicial resources need to 
be developed to help the judge more accurately assess the requisite payments. More 
importantly perhaps, the judges need to be sensitized to the debate on the question of 
women and on the question of the family.56 UAF’s Naim reiterates that the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child has been a very important framework in this regard. Moroccan 
national law incorporated some of the international stipulations, but many children are in 
the streets following a divorce, either due to unemployment or abuse in the family.57

The final issue addressed in the Moudawana at the demand of feminists concerns the 
division of property acquired after marriage. ADFM’s Yassine notes that the husband 
must enter a separate contract from the marriage contract to agree on how to manage the 
property. The person who registers the marriage contract is responsible for overseeing 
the property contract as well. The judge does not take responsibility for the property 
contract due to the patriarchal mentality.58 Unfortunately, according to Yassine, there 
is no example of how to write these contracts. In the absence of a property contract, 
the judge decides the division of the couple’s assets based on the available evidence, but 
women generally do not have any evidence.59 “They do the housework, but there’s no 
evidence for sweeping, for doing laundry, for homeschooling your children, and usually 
women do all of the work. And the man, what does he do? He contracts the property 
in his name.”60 This dichotomy is problematic. In the event of a divorce, the wife has 
no proof, and the husband has contracts indicating he has paid for the house, so the 
judge cannot weigh the unacknowledged work of the wife in the home. Several articles 
in the Moudawana protect women’s property rights: Article 29 safeguards a woman’s 
right to control her dowry; Article 34 protects the possessions a woman brings to the 
marriage; and Article 49 stipulates a couple may draw up a property contract to govern 
management of property acquired during a marriage. Nevertheless, these articles are 
often misapplied. In Islamic teachings, according to al-Hidn, a woman takes a dowry 
with her into the marriage, and if the marriage ends, she is entitled to keep the dowry. 
In addition, a woman’s earnings during the marriage are her own because in Islamic 
teaching, men are legally required to provide for their wives and children, and women 
can use their own earnings as they see fit.61

To determine how best to focus their efforts, the WLMF coalition conferred with the 
Spanish, French, Americans, and Finns for comparative studies of legal texts. The 
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coalition realized that in order to change the Moudawana, it was necessary to change other 
legal texts, beginning with the penal code. For example, the Moudawana does not punish a 
husband who beats his wife, because punishments are reserved for the penal code. 

2003 Penal Code Reform

AMDF’s Ibn notes that her organization has combined efforts with other WLMF 
organizations into coalitions to promote changes in the legal texts. The first coalition, the 
Spring of Equality, focused on the 2004 Moudawana. In 2008, the WLMFs began a second 
coalition called the Spring of Dignity, which advocates for a total reform of the penal 
code. ADFM’s Yassine adds that this coalition works for both legal and judicial reform 
and “present[s] a new feminist vision of justice as it relates to women.”62 For example, 
according to Yassine, the 2003 Penal Code puts the honor of the family and state security 
ahead of the rights of the woman, which is unacceptable. Therefore, ADFM favors a major 
reform of the penal code, focusing first on the philosophy behind the law; second on 
the structure of the law; and third on discriminatory articles in the law. International 
organizations such as Amnesty International draw attention to particular discriminatory 
articles in the law. While ADFM agrees with Amnesty International in substance, Yassine 
indicates ADFM’s approach is a little more strategic.63 UAF indicates that there is debate 
not simply about reforming the penal code, but about the entire criminal justice system. 
This is because the penal code only punishes criminal activity, whereas more must be 
done to prevent criminal activity and to protect women from abuse before it happens.64 
Over the course of time, the WLMFs have worked with jurists, university professors, 
and judicial experts to understand what is and is not working with the 2003 Penal Code, 
pointing out discriminatory clauses in the code, especially pertaining to violence or 
violations of the universal rights of women. Within the penal code there is no mention of 
equality or universal human rights, so AMDF’s Ibn notes that they are pursuing a radical 
reform of the penal code, including its language, articles, and prologue. AMDF desires a 
prologue that highlights the principles of equality, inalienable rights, international rights, 
and the principles of liberty and equality. Even within the WLMF coalition, there are clear 
differences in opinion over how best to approach penal code reform, particularly whether 
to focus on specific discriminatory articles or to advocate for a total overhaul of the code.

One major accomplishment of the 2003 Penal Code is that it moves domestic violence 
closer to a legal offense rather than a private matter, although activists on both sides of 
the women’s movement feel the law is not explicit enough. Instead, general prohibitions 
against assault are applied to domestic violence. Regardless, today women are able to 
talk about domestic violence using legal terminology. The Anaruz network’s 2010 report 
showed that one in two women is a victim of domestic violence, and ADFM blames this 
violence on discriminatory laws. The state has taken over these statistical calculations, 

62  Yassine, interview by author.
63  Ibid.
64  Naim, interview by author.
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so the women’s organizations no longer track the statistics. UAF’s Naim indicates that 
domestic abuse is a major issue and one that affects all socioeconomic classes. Whereas poor 
women have nothing to lose and come forward more readily, the more socioeconomically 
privileged women, such as female university professors or female doctors who are victims 
of violence, have more to lose by speaking out.65 Nonetheless, ICWAD treasurer Saloui 
stresses the social taboo of talking about domestic violence has been lifted, and police and 
law enforcement are being trained that domestic violence is not simply a family matter, 
but potentially a criminal offense. In addition to legal resources, the listening centers 
are available for abused women to receive assistance in escaping this type of violence.66 
Ironically, however, the listening centers themselves are actually violating Penal Code 
Article 496 regarding the sheltering of a married woman, and complaints can be lodged 
against the centers for sheltering domestic violence victims. 

Change takes time. UAF’s Naim asserts, “The conservative mentality is part of the problem. 
When a wife is beaten by her husband, she has done something to bring it on herself. It 
is her fault. This is the norm.” Women are repeatedly sent back to abusive spouses where 
they receive more abuse. Naim gives as an example that “one woman went to the police to 
complain that her husband beats her, but was told ‘every man beats his wife.’”67 In order 
to support victims of violence, the UAF may accompany women when they file a complaint 
or appear in court. In addition, there is a commission for the protection of women and 
children that meets every three to four months with the prosecutor, assistant prosecutors, 
or the police to follow up on complicated cases. As a last resort, the UAF has worked with 
the attorney or talked with the judges on particular cases.68

Three other controversial articles in the 2003 Penal Code are Articles 475, 487, and 488. 
Article 475 allows an accused rapist to escape prosecution by marrying his underage 
victim. The Amina Filali rape and suicide illustrates the two contrasting perspectives 
regarding Article 475. PJD parliamentarian Jamila Moussali indicated that Filali and her 
accused rapist were actually a couple, and when their relationship went too far Filali 
called rape.69 AMDF’s Ibn, on the other hand, indicated Filali’s rapist should have been 
prosecuted in accordance with the law for the rape of a minor. While amending Article 
475 was initially blocked in the PJD-led parliament in 2012 and 2013, on January 23, 2014, 
the article was unanimously amended so that rapists can no longer escape prosecution by 
marrying their victims if the victim is under the age of 18. Article 487 does not recognize 
marital rape as a specific legal infraction, and has yet to be amended. ADFM notes, 
“Article 488 distinguishes between the rape victim based on whether or not the woman 
was a virgin or not and thus does not protect all adult victims equally. The language 

65  Naim, interview by author.
66  Slaoui, interview by author.
67  Naim, interview by author.
68  Ibid.
69  PJD Parliamentarian Jamila Moussali, interview by author, Rabat, March 19, 2012.
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itself is demeaning to women.”70 Much of the controversy revolves around different legal 
protections based on virginity and age, while WLMFs believe all women deserve equal 
protection under the law.

Article 490 criminalizes extramarital sex, which has implications on several levels. 
Women who have been raped are hesitant to press charges, since they are required to 
prove the rape, and if they are unsuccessful can face charges of extramarital sexual 
relations. In addition, according to UAF’s Naim, another major problem women face is 
prostitution, which is also illegal and a last resort for many single mothers. Prostitution is 
not always a voluntary last resort, and Naim mentions that UAF is working in conjunction 
with Jordan and Egypt on a project to fight trafficking in women, a phenomenon that has 
been especially prevalent in the Gulf States. Women go to the Gulf to work and then find 
themselves in a totally different situation than what they originally expected. They have 
their passports taken away, and they are indebted for their travel and food and are told 
they must work off this debt. Naim adds that sub-Saharan migrants transiting through 
Morocco find themselves in a similar situation.71 The PJD differs in approach from the 
WLMF organizations that try to protect women in exploitative situations and largely 
believe Article 490 should be amended to decriminalize extramarital sexual relations 
between consenting adults. The PJD, according to Ibn, cannot accept extramarital 
relations, wishing instead to keep Article 490 and maintain extramarital relations as 
a criminal offense. The PJD does not accept this because Islam does not accept sexual 
relations outside of a marriage. Instead, the police can arrest you if you are caught in such 
a relationship. To AMDF, this is a difference of opinion about the type of society in which 
you wish to live. Another AMDF demand is a woman’s right to an abortion, which is a 
woman’s control over her own body. Nevertheless, sexual relations outside of marriage 
and abortions are both illegal, yet common, in Morocco.

The Spring for Democracy and Equality

A third coalition, the Spring for Democracy and Equality Coalition, focused on revising 
the constitution in 2011. This coalition submitted a joint memorandum focusing on 
equality between men and women in all areas, and Article 19 of the 2011 constitution 
is the result of that concerted effort. Yassine emphasizes the importance of the 2011 
constitution as an instrument to promote women’s equality and as a mechanism to 
confront discriminatory national laws, specifically Articles 19 and 164. In contrast 
to the previous constitution, Yassine explains, Article 19 frames equality within the 
comprehensive definition of human rights, including political, social, civil, and cultural 
rights and exhorts the state to make this a reality through the creation of an authority for 
equality and the elimination of discrimination. Article 164 defines the mandate and role 
of this new authority, which is framed by the international human rights conventions 

70  Yassine, interview by author.
71  Naim, interview by author.
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and their attendant mechanisms.72 In addition, ADFM president Rabea Naciri indicates the 
importance of Articles 14 and 15, which give all men and women citizens the same right 
to take legislative initiatives and submit petitions. According to Naciri, “This means that 
the new constitution recognizes women and men as active citizens and also recognizes 
the role of civil society.”73 The strengthening and institutionalization of the role of civil 
society is crucial to the continued advocacy these organizations have provided. Yassine 
adds, “With the new 2011 constitution, the family code must be reviewed in the light of 
the constitutional amendments.”74

As the moderate Islamic PJD is more in sync with the IF trend within the Moroccan 
women’s movement, some fear PJD governance may represent a setback from previous 
women’s rights advances. AMDF’s Ibn notes the PJD “has always been our enemy…didn’t 
waste their ideas on the question of women and the rights of women. Moreover, Islam 
gave the rights—all rights—to women, and women have only to read the Quran.”75 UAF’s 
Naim indicates that the dominance of the PJD in the government is “obviously a setback 
for women.”76 The number of women ministers was up to 7, or 20 percent, under the 
socialist party, and now there is only one woman. More importantly, Naim confides, the 
UAF knows the PJD—which has always been against women’s rights—very well and has 
a long history of fighting them. According to Naim, the PJD speaks of complementarity 
and not equality, which has profound meaning and shows what type of society it seeks. 
The PJD is always very hesitant about women’s rights and human rights as they are 
universally recognized. Instead, the PJD speaks of “cultural specificity,” which allows 
everything to be relegated to culture. This perspective can also be seen in the program of 
the PJD government and the treatment of women in a very secondary manner, mainly 
related to the social question. Instead, according to Naim, the PJD concentrates on 
marginalized women and poor women, not the true empowerment of all women or true 
equality between men and women in all areas. The PJD treats women from a charitable 
perspective, not from a vision of equal rights.77 In the government that formed in October 
2013 after the nationalist Istiqlal Party resigned, the royalist RNI Party made advances and 
may demonstrate a different direction for women.

Ibn attributes the lack of real progress on the question of women’s rights to a lack of 
political will. Explaining that in Rabat there are ministry buildings everywhere, Ibn asks 
“What do all of these [government employees] do? It means that we don’t lack the budget 

72  Yassine, interview by author.
73 Lina Abou-Habib, “Reaping the Results of Three Decades of Feminist Activism: Constitutional 
Reforms in Morocco Set Precedent of Institutionalizing Gender Equality,” Women’s Learning Partnership, 
November 30, 2011, http://www.learningpartnership.org/lib/reaping-results-three-decades-feminist-
activism-constitutional-reforms-morocco-set-precedent-ins.
74  Yassine, interview by author.
75  Ibn, interview by author.
76  Naim, interview by author.
77  Ibid.
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or the personnel…It’s more the approach.”78 Ibn notes that Morocco is a complex society 
and, therefore, a better understanding of these complexities is crucial. She suggests that 
social and human sciences such as sociology, anthropology, ethnography, and philosophy 
would provide some of the answers to Morocco’s complex social issues. She adds that 
in public education there is a hesitancy to learn about concepts that are perceived to 
be Western—such as human rights, which is seen as American—while everyone takes a 
class on Islamic education.79 According to Ibn, the current crises in Morocco in health, 
education, and teaching make Moroccans more susceptible to Islamist discourse 
and identity. A feeling of religious and racial superiority can strengthen otherwise 
impoverished people. By wearing the veil, women feel superior, as though they know 
and understand their religion better than the unveiled.80 Moroccan society is still in many 
ways not ready to receive Western feminist discourse, according to Ibn. At the same time, 
AMDF finds itself at odds with human rights associations who focus on human rights but 
not women’s rights in particular.81

On the other hand, PJD member Bassima Hakkaoui—the minister of women, family, and 
social solidarity—recently mentioned international conventions and is increasingly using 
the term “equality.”82 Nevertheless, ADFM’s Yassine indicates that Hakkaoui, like the 
rest of the PJD, uses a charitable approach even when there are self-help programs that 
are economical and doing well. Yassine does not want women to gain their rights from 
a charitable perspective, but because they should be able to enjoy human rights and be 
independent.83 Nevertheless, UAF’s Naim indicates that with the current Islamization of 
society, schools are reproducing stereotypes and discrimination against women instead 
of changing the mentality in favor of gender equality.84 Naim adds, “Hakkaoui’s ministry 
lacks the resources and a budget, receiving only .03 percent of the national budget, and 
yet is responsible for all the difficult and complicated social issues. Women are always 
put in a ‘package’ instead of being given a ministry focusing on the status of women. The 
woman is placed within the context of the family, as if her only role is in reproduction, 
nothing else.”85 This focus on women within the family context is consistent with the IF 
and PJD perspectives.

78  Ibid.
79  Ibid.
80  Ibn, interview by author.
81  Ibid.
82  Comments from ISIS/ICWAD president Fatima Sadiqi.
83  Yassine, interview by author.
84  Naim, interview by author.
85  Ibid.
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Conclusion

The WLMFs and IFs share many of the same concerns, but they approach these issues 
from competing and contradictory worldviews, leading to vastly different approaches as 
to how best empower Moroccan women. Returning to the Advocacy Coalition Framework 
(ACF), the polarization of and friction between various trends in the Moroccan women’s 
movement is attributable to opposing core beliefs and policy prescriptions characterizing 
the competing coalitions. The actors in the two camps are limited by a bounded rationality 
to the information they are able to take in and process due to cognitive biases predisposing 
them to seek out information that confirms their beliefs and reject that which disproves 
their beliefs. Moreover, the actors exaggerate the maliciousness of perceived opponents—a 
devil’s shift—amplifying the severity of losses to a rival coalition while coordinating action 
among policy allies. These cleavages and ideological clashes are subtle, yet pervasive in the 
Moroccan women’s rights movement, perhaps limiting the effectiveness of the movement 
as a whole to the detriment of Moroccan women’s empowerment. 

So the question is: how can these divergent frameworks represent and promote Moroccan 
women? The WLMF trend began as an elite-driven, top-down approach to Moroccan 
women’s empowerment, while the IF perspective appears an endogenous broad-
based, bottom-up approach to society’s advancement. A main distinction between the 
WLMF and the IF trends is their unit of analysis, specifically, that the WLMFs’ privilege 
individual rights over the rights of the family or society as a whole, while the IFs’ 
privilege the family and society over the individual. Second, while the WLMFs promote 
the equality of the genders, the IFs focus on the complementarity of gender roles and 
the elevation of the entire society. Finally, the WLMFs do not want to discuss Moroccan 
specificity, instead believing that women’s rights and human rights are universal and 
normative, whereas Islamic feminists emphasize cultural and religious specificity and the 
exceptions to the rules. 

These distinctions lead to contrasting public policy prescriptions. The IFs believe the 
Moudawana leaves women vulnerable. Today the marrying age is returning to pre-
Moudawana levels, and the number of single mothers and divorces is on the rise. 
Furthermore, in the event of divorce, women are getting custody of their children and 
then are legally responsible for providing for them, whether they are financially able or 
not. Meanwhile, guardianship remains with the father, leaving women at the mercy of 
ex-husbands for many simple administrative matters, such as school enrollment and 
travel. Domestic abuse and conjugal rape are not given the full force of the law that comes 
with explicit legal proscriptions, and organizations that shelter battered women can face 
legal charges, limiting intervention on behalf of abused women. Extramarital sex and 
abortions are still legal offenses, and the penal code protects some Moroccan citizens 
more than others, based on gender, age, and virginity.
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Only a more detailed study of the current laws, policy prescriptions, and legal 
enforcement can move Moroccan society forward. To this end, perhaps the first step 
must come from within the Moroccan women’s movement itself as the WLMF and IF 
trends identify and seek to understand the concerns and perspectives of the competing 
framework in order to best empower Moroccan women.
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Abstract 

The current media portrayal of the “Muslim woman” refocuses her within an Islamic-
based patriarchal society while invoking aged veiling debates or other forms of cultural 
relativism. Contrary to this image, some women in the Middle East are challenging 
Western notions of a patriarchal Islam by showing that Islam and feminism are not 
incompatible, while others pursue change through secular women’s activism. This is 
not a new phenomenon by any means, but is an example of postcolonial feminism. This 
research argues that state-based feminism during the early construction of modern 
Iran and Turkey caused the necessary conditions for “Islamic feminism” and “Islamist 
feminism” to spread.

Introduction 

During a November 17, 2001, radio interview, then-first lady Laura Bush commented, 
“because of our recent military gains in much of Afghanistan, women are no longer 
imprisoned in their homes. They can listen to music and teach their daughters without 
fear of punishment. The fight against terrorism is also a fight for the rights and dignity of 
women.”1

Katie Couric’s controversial “Women in Afghanistan” segment shared similar sentiments, 
asserting that the October 2011 U.S. invasion of Afghanistan increased the ability of the 
country’s women to shop, access greater education, and even change “cultural norms.”2

Their commentary on the intervention is illustrative of dominant Western logic and 
continues to persist in current dialogues about Muslim women and the justifications for 
American foreign policy in the Middle East. The Western media’s portrayal of the “Muslim 
woman” locates her within a stereotyped patriarchal Islamic society, while invoking 
aged veiling discussions to explain existing norms and other forms of cultural relativism. 
Contrary to this image, some women in the Middle East are undertaking efforts to 

1 Lila Abu-Lughod, “Do Muslim Women Really Need Saving? Anthropological Reflections on Cultural 
Relativism and Its Others,” American Anthropologist 104, no. 3 (2002): 783–790.
2 “@katiecouric: Women in Afghanistan,” Youtube, last modified Oct. 27, 2010, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=V6-gZVmyafo.
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challenge these Western assumptions through feminist practices. By any means, this is 
not a new phenomenon, but rather an example of postcolonial feminism. Moreover, two 
examples of feminist thought have developed outside of a Western context. I argue that 
state policies focused on women’s activism and equality during the early construction 
of modern Iran and Turkey caused the spread of necessary conditions for “Islamic 
feminism,” feminized re-readings of the Quran, and “Islamist feminism” or feminized 
political Islam. 

In order to begin challenging these “Western assumptions,” I present Chandra Mohanty’s 
“Third World Woman” concept to clarify the type of Western thought that I seek to 
challenge. Following Mohanty, I provide a brief analysis of Western feminism’s definition 
and background, thereafter juxtaposed against a more inclusive definition. I then 
introduce two terms, “Islamic feminist/ism” and “Islamist feminist/ism,” and place them 
in social, political, and historical contexts. 

The following sections begin with an analysis of state-sponsored women’s activism 
in Turkey and Iran during modernization, with special attention placed on Shah Reza 
Khan and President Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s policies, speeches, and construction of the 
“role of women.” With respect to this, I consider how these particular trends could help 
explain how Islamic feminism and Islamist feminism are more predominantly found in 
Iran and Turkey, respectively. I will conclude with insights on how this type of feminism 
challenges Western feminism, with concise commentary on those who consider their 
activity outside of the feminist paradigm. 

No singular women’s movement can explain the advent of Islamic/Islamist women’s 
involvement across the globe. These movements differ, one from the next, and cannot 
be analyzed without acknowledging the identity—as well as the subjective, collective, 
and social reality—of each movement. Therefore, understanding “feminism” requires 
specific contextual analysis that recognizes the sociopolitical and historical differences of 
Turkey and Iran. Moreover, this background opens discussion for how feminist actions 
are perceived in these two countries and explains the controversy surrounding the 
classification of a “feminist.”

Problematizing the Category of “Feminism”

Despite advances that Middle Eastern feminist movements have made, the West often 
conflates Middle Eastern women’s activism into singular, simplified groups. This 
produces what Chandra Mohanty terms the “Third World Woman,”3 binding her to the 
Western narrative of women in the Middle East as a homogenous and monolithic subject. 
The systematic categorization of women’s activism in the Middle East as “feminism” 
assumes that women are “[a] coherent group with identical interests and desires, 

3 Chandra Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses,” in Third 
World Women and the Politics of Feminism, eds. Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Ann Russo, and Lourdes 
Torres (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1991), 61.
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regardless of class, ethnic or racial location, [and] implies a notion of gender or sexual 
difference or even patriarchy which can be applied universally and cross-culturally.”4 
Western-projected categorization and arbitrary definition disassociates the movements 
from their historical background. 

Aside from minimalizing or trivializing women’s progress in the Middle East, the West 
has framed Middle Eastern women in two ways: overtly sexual objects of desire or veiled 
and oppressed. Although these projected images might appear different, they both 
promote the idea that Middle Eastern women are always the objects of actions and never 
the agents, therefore never able to engage in activism.5 “Islamic feminists” and “Islamist 
feminists” in the Middle East, specifically in Iran and Turkey, have challenged these false 
conceptions.

Before discussing the differences between these two types of feminism, a review of 
frequently used terminology is vital to prevent a monolithic or polemical understanding 
that is often associated with Western scholarship on Islam and women.6 I seek to clarify 
the distinct plurality of feminist articulations rather than argue the compatibility of 
“feminism” and “Islam” in ethical terms. Through understanding “feminism,” “Islamic 
feminism,” and “Islamist feminism” in their current usage and following the historical 
developments of Iran and Turkey, I endeavor to present their differences in methodology 
and origin. 

As a movement, “feminism” was first coined in the pamphlet L’Homme-femme (1872) by 
Thomas-Alexandre Dumas.7 However, as a general Western theory, it was popularized 
by revolutionaries such as Mary Wollstonecraft in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman 
(1792). Elizabeth Cady Stanton would later continue this trend and demand equal rights 
for women.8 Western feminism developed into its own definitive movement that bore 
successive waves of feminism, each addressing various concerns that the previous wave 
had not resolved. Western feminism was a product of the rise of capitalism, articulated in 
terms of citizenship and associated rights, rather than outright equality.9 This required 
more than a simple consciousness of womanhood or feminine identity.10 As a result of this 
increased focus, women began identifying rights in the public and private sphere, which 
follows a general trend in the history of Western feminism. Each feminist wave began to 
develop inclusive analyses of race, gender, and class. 

4  Ibid, 64.
5  Abu-Lughod, “Do Muslim Women Really Need Saving?” 784–785.
6 Ziba Mir-Hosseini, “Muslim Women’s Quest for Equality: Between Islamic Law and Feminism,” 
Critical Inquiry 32, no. 4 (2006): 631.
7 Janet Afary, Sexual Politics in Modern Iran (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 34.
8 Mir-Hosseini, “Muslim Women’s Quest for Equality,” 641–642.
9 Shahrzad Mojab, “Politics of ‘Islamic Feminism’” in Muslim Feminism and Feminist Movement – 
Middle East-Asia Vol. 3, Pt. 1: Iran, eds. Adiba Samiuddin and R. Khanam (Global Vision Publishing House, 
2002): 200.
10  Ibid.
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Despite the successes that Western feminism experienced, the general feminist thought 
that stewards of Western statecraft employ typically engages orientalist procedures 
of “‘dominating, restructuring, and having authority’ and ‘ruling over’ the feminist 
thinking of subaltern women.”11 In order to disengage from this orientalist thought, I 
offer alternative definitions in the context of subaltern women. Many sources invariably 
conclude that to a certain extent, Margot Badran’s definition of general “feminism” 
provides a comprehensive approach that avoids orientalist practices. Badran defines 
feminism as an inclusive activity that attempts to improve the status of women in society. 
However, it needs to be constantly refined through qualification and context.12 As 
expressed by Chandra Mohanty and Camron Amin, “feminism” requires specific analysis 
that refers to the geographical area, and historical and political events that shaped today’s 
feminist culture. As such, I offer definitions that refer to the distinct atmospheres of 
Turkey and Iran.

Drawing upon the analysis of Gül Marshall, “Islamist feminism” appropriately 
underscores the difference between Islam as a source of political activism and Islam as 
a nonpolitical part of one’s life, which may or may not be practiced. This distinction is 
rooted in the social context of Turkey, where secularism has strong historical roots.13 
Generally, Islamist feminists reject the secular tenets of feminism that alienate or may be 
considered inappropriate in Islam. They argue that Islamist feminism promotes a world 
that acknowledges the complimentary nature of men and women in order to protect 
marriage and family.14 More often than not, Islamist feminists contend that Islam has 
granted all the necessary rights for both genders.15 They argue that the Islamic teachings 
did not aim to subjugate women, but were distorted by social and cultural norms that 
have persisted since the Jahiliyya period.16

Whereas Islamist feminists in Turkey advocate for rights through the political structure, 
Islamic feminists in Iran have taken to the Quran in order to improve their status in 
society. Janet Afary comments, 

Commonly known as Islamic feminists, their number is not insignificant. 
Islamic feminists rely mainly on the writings of two groups: a new generation 
of religious who have reinterpreted scripture to present more woman-friendly 

11 Md. Mahmudul Hasan, “The Orientalization of Gender,” The American Journal of Islamic Social 
Sciences 22, no. 4 (2005):39.
12 Camron Amin, The Making of the Modern Iranian Woman: Gender, State Policy, and Popular 
Culture, 1865-1946 (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2002), 11.
13 Gül Marshall, “A Question of Compatibility: Feminism and Islam in Turkey, Critique: Critical Middle 
Eastern Studies,” Critique: Critical Middle Eastern Studies (2008): 225, doi: 10.1080/10669920802405563.
14  Ibid, 235.
15 Yeşim Arat, “Feminists, Islamists, and Political Change in Turkey,” Political Psychology 19, no. 1 
(March 1998): 117.
16 Omayma Abdel-Latif and Marina Ottaway, “Women in Islamist Movements: Toward an Islamist Model 
of Women’s Activism” (Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2007): 6.
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interpretations of marriage and divorce laws, and feminist lawyers who have called 
for the revision of family laws in light of international human rights norms.17 

However, it should be noted that Islamic feminists can be understood in a wider sense. 
Haideh Moghissi stresses, 

Today’s feminism has grown large and includes many brands, both conservative 
and radical, religious and atheist, heterosexual and non-heterosexual, white and 
non-white, issue-oriented and holistic, individualist and community-oriented; 
feminists hail from the North and South…whether we can affirm a new brand of 
feminism which is self-identified or identified by others as “Islamic feminism” is 
rather superfluous.18 

Moghissi places this definition in context of the one offered by Margot Badran19 to include 
Muslim female activists who identify as Islamic feminists and those who do not. As a 
result, both women who are in power and those who are not can be discussed in this 
analysis of women’s activism.20

The Turkish State and Women

During the Tanzimat, the Ottoman Empire witnessed fundamental changes, evolving 
from a theocracy into a modern state.21 The movement focused on securing individual life, 
honor, and property, with increased attention on the educational system. The focus on 
education resulted in the establishment of middle schools and teacher’s training colleges 
for girls in 1863. However, the training and education provided was rudimentary and 
centered around Islamic teachings to create “good” Muslim wives and mothers.22 Despite 
the educational reforms, Turkish women made little gains outside of the domestic sphere,23 
and opposition grew in the form of the “Young Turks,”24 a group of young nationalists who 
would begin to craft Turkish statehood. 

The emphasis placed on women’s education was not unique to the Tanzimat period. The 
Young Turks’ period of dominance (1908-1918) was marked by its focus on women’s 

17  Afary, Sexual Politics in Modern Iran, 292.
18 Haideh Moghissi, Feminism and Islamic Fundamentalism: The Limits of Postmodern Analysis 
(London: Zed Books, 1999), 11.
19 Margot Badran, “Islamic Feminism: What’s in a Name?” Al-Ahram Weekly 569 (January 17–23, 2002): 2.
20 Fereshteh Ahmadi, “Islamic Feminism in Iran: Feminism in a New Islamic Context,” Journal of 
Feminist Studies in Religion 22, no. 2 (Fall 2006), 35–36.
21 K. Jayardena, “The Movement for Women’s Emancipation” in Muslim Feminism and Feminist 
Movement – Middle East-Asia Vol. 3, Pt. 1: Iran, eds. Adiba Samiuddin and R. Khanam (Global Vision 
Publishing House, 2002): 264.
22  Ibid, 266.
23  Ibid, 268.
24  Ibid, 269.
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education, and the first women’s university was established in 1915. With the advent 
of greater access to education, women’s emancipation from outdated customs became 
a challenge to the Young Turks. Women began discussing their status in the public and 
private spheres in journals, literature, and drama, which presented itself outside the 
scope of the Young Turks focus.25 However, for the Young Turks, women’s emancipation 
from the private sphere was debated strictly within the boundaries of Islam and Turkish 
nationalism.26 This entanglement would continue under the leadership of President 
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.

During the 1920s, women’s inclusion in state formation became noticeable under the 
leadership of Atatürk, specifically through increased access to education. In 1921, 
he established coeducational universities, which began to tie women’s education to 
modernization.27 During a speech in Izmir in 1923, Atatürk shared his ideas on the 
changing role of Turkish women. He stated,

The divine force…produced people in the form of two genders. They are necessary 
to each other. The reason of the failure of our society is the disrespect and 
misbehavior with regard to our women…The greatest duty of the woman is 
motherhood…Our nation is determined to become a strong nation. One of today’s 
priorities is the many-sided elevation of woman. Our women will duly specialize 
in science and engineering and will climb all intellectual positions accessible to 
men. Men and women will subsequently walk in step in life, with mutual help and 
support.28

While Atatürk’s speech stresses the duality of gender and support for coeducational goals, 
it conversely links the failure of Turkish society to the status of women. Moreover, his 
speech creates the impression that the previous regime’s lack of attention to the status of 
women was detrimental to societal advancement. Atatürk’s speech outlined his intended 
future of the Ottoman Empire. Establishing the basis for a nationalist platform, Atatürk’s 
language began carving the basis for the role of the Turkish woman: motherhood.

In the same year, Atatürk continued to promote the role women should play in forming a 
nationalist state in his famed speech “The Turkish Woman.” He said:

The Anatolian woman has her part in these sublime acts of self-sacrifice and must 
be remembered with gratitude, by each one of us. Nowhere in the world has there 
been a more intensive effort than the one made by the Anatolian peasant women.

25  Ibid, 271.
26  Ibid, 273.
27  Ibid, 279.
28  Alexander Safarian, “On the History of Turkish Feminism,” Iran & the Caucasus 11, no. 1 (2007): 
149–150.
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Woman was the source of a vital dynamism: Who ploughed the fields? She did. 
Who sowed the grain? She. Who turned into a woodcutter and wielded the axe? 
She. Who kept the fires of home burning? She. Who, notwithstanding rain or 
wind, heat or cold, carried the ammunition to the front? She did, again and again. 
The Anatolian woman is divine in her devotion.

Let us, therefore, honor this courageous and self-sacrificing woman. It is for us 
to pledge ourselves to accept women as our partners in all our social work, to 
live with her, to make her our companion in the scientific, moral, social, and 
economic realm. I believe that this is the road to follow.29

Although this might appear benevolent, the speech essentially detailed Atatürk’s plans 
for the future of Turkish women. He began with a description of the Anatolian peasant 
woman, praising her for past “vital dynamism.” Subsequently, he suggests honoring 
women through incorporation into the “scientific, moral, and economic realm,” which 
he attempted to accomplish through educational reform. His discourse sought to 
increase the status of women while emphasizing modernization as a necessity. However, 
the subtle juxtaposition of this newly elevated status against the Anatolian woman 
unintentionally asserts the Anatolian woman as subclass.

Although Atatürk implied in his speech that he believed in uninhibited educational 
opportunities, the implementation of his reforms suggested otherwise. The 1921 reform 
for coeducational universities was widely restricted to the upper class, creating an 
educational and economic gap between the bourgeoisie and rural Anatolian women. In 
Kastamonu in 1923, Atatürk promoted his ideas on the equality of women, connecting 
women’s advancement in society to access to rights:

Let us be frank: society is made of women as well as men. If one grants all the 
rights to progress to the one and no rights at all to the other, what happens? Is 
it possible that one half of the population is in chains for the other half to reach 
the skies? Progress is possible only through a common effort, only thus can the 
various stages be by-passed.30 (Atatürk; cited in Yeğenoğlu 1998, 132)

Through increased emphasis on equal rights, progress was linked to modernization 
practices. Atatürk continually stressed the shortcomings of society by relying on the 
lower status of women, insisting that Turkey as a nation would not progress without 
improving women’s status in society.

Despite his progressive views on equality, Atatürk continued to emphasize the role of 
motherhood in the characterization of the Turkish woman. In another speech in 1923, he 
explained:

29  Jayardena, “The Movement for Women’s Emancipation,” 277.
30  Ibid.
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History shows the great virtues shown by our mothers and grandmothers. One 
of those has been to raise sons of whom the race can be proud. Those whose glory 
spread across Asia and as far as the limits of the world had been trained by highly 
virtuous mothers who taught them courage and truthfulness. I will not cease to 
repeat it, women’s most important duty, apart from her social responsibilities, is 
to be a good mother. As one progresses in time, as civilization advances with giant 
steps, it is imperative that mothers be enabled to raise their children according to 
the needs of the century.31

Atatürk’s idea of women’s roles in society focused profoundly on motherhood and 
education. He developed these two concepts in such a way that they became inextricably 
connected. As a result, the Turkish woman’s duty to motherhood was stressed by her duty 
to educate future rulers. This type of rhetoric became a defining crux of what would later 
be collectively called “the Kemalist Reforms” and the women that supported these reforms 
and the Republic, “Kemalists.” 

After establishing the Republic of Turkey in 1923, Kemalists began integrating women’s 
activism into the state’s nationalist platform.32 Nezihe Muhittin, a prominent women’s 
rights activist, attempted to found the Republican Women’s Party—independent of the 
Republican People’s Party—in pursuit of women’s right to vote and hold elected office.33 
However, state leaders refused this request under the pretense that a woman’s party would 
be a distraction from their goals and the state’s modernization project.34 As an alternative, 
state leaders suggested that she found a women’s association, which led to the creation of 
the Turkish Women’s Union (Türk Kadınlar Birliği), later disbanded in 1935. The president 
at the time, Latife Bekir, stated that the association’s dissolution was necessary because 
“Turkish women had achieved complete equality with full constitutional guarantees, and 
that the goals of the Federation having thus been totally fulfilled, there was no further 
justification for its continued existence.”35 These actions by the state are significant for 
two reasons. First, the state’s reaction to Nezihe Muhittin’s plan to create a new political 
party illustrates that leaders had no desire for oppositional forces. Second, these acts 
are examples of how the state attempted to restrict women’s advancement to its own 
definition. The state subsumed women’s activism, leading the promotion of equality in the 
public sphere while framing it as a tool of the state’s modernization efforts.36 

31  Ibid, 728.
32  Burçak Keskin-Kozat, “Entangled in Secular Nationalism, Feminism, and Islamism: The Life of Konca 
Kuriş,” Cultural Dynamics (2003): 192.
33 Cagla Diner and Şule Tokaş, “Waves of feminism in Turkey: Kemalist, Islamist and Kurdish women’s 
movements in an era of globalization,” Journal of Balkan and Near Eastern Studies 12, no. 1,(March 2010): 44.
34 Jenny White, “State Feminism, Modernization, and the Turkish Republican Woman,” NWSA Journal 15, 
no. 3 (Fall 2003): 155.
35 Deniz Kandiyoti, Women, Islam, and the State (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1991), 42.
36 White, “State Feminism,” 155.
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Atatürk’s speeches acted as unwritten laws, informing societal norms, culture, and 
behavior. The “Turkish Woman” became inscribed in the republic, tied almost explicitly 
to modernity.37 In 1925, a female candidate for the Teacher Training School for Girls asked 
Atatürk, “What should the Turkish woman be like?”38

The Turkish woman should be the most enlightened, most virtuous, and most 
reserved woman of the world... The duty of the Turkish woman is raising 
generations that are capable of preserving and protecting the Turk with his 
mentality, strength, and determination. The woman who is virtuous.39

By using his political authority, his status as an elite, and his reputation as “father of the 
Turks,” Atatürk was able to mold this image of the “Turkish Woman.”40 This instance 
was one of Atatürk’s most conclusive definitions of the “Turkish woman.” Moreover, 
his rhetoric revealed that the purpose of women’s education was not to increase rights, 
but to support the Turkish male. Furthermore, it highlighted the relationship between 
men and women in attempting to define the role of women. Although the state provided 
the predominant definition of the “Turkish woman,” this example demonstrates that 
men and women were concurrently crafting the role of women in an intricate series of 
asymmetric representations. While the concept of the role of women was articulated as 
a complementary relationship to men, the societal burden to shift toward a modern role 
primarily rested on Turkish women. 

The Kemalist reforms represented Atatürk’s vision, which embodied the values and 
interests of a small cluster of urban, middle-class citizens.41 As a part of reformation, 
Atatürk rewrote the civil code. The Civil Code of 1926—adopted from the Swiss—
addressed an assortment of issues: polygamy, divorce rights, custody of children, 
inheritance, the legal marriage age, rights for outer-faith marriage for Muslim women, 
freedom to change religion, women’s equality in court, and property rights.42 The 
implementation of this new civil code carried political and social implications. Politically, 
this new law abolished Shari’a law, signaled another break from theocratic Ottoman 
traditions, and emphasized the secularization of Turkey.43 Deniz Kandiyoti affirms, “The 
‘new woman’ of the Kemalist era became an explicit symbol of the break with the past, 
a symbolism which Mustafa Kemal himself did much to promote.”44 The civil codes 
alienated Turks that sought legal order in the Quran. Moreover, by removing religious 

37  Ibid, 146.
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laws and norms of polity, the code permitted the growth of populism. However, the code 
also allowed the governing elites to speak for the interests of the people, enabling single-
party rule until 1945.45  

Socially, the civil code reinforced Atatürk’s rhetoric on the role of women, instrumentally 
connecting motherhood to the “Turkish Woman” and acting as another mechanism 
to confine women to the domestic sphere. In practice, the civil code was restricted to 
the small group of urban, middle-class citizens that could afford or access these newly 
acquired rights. Only 20 percent of the population lived in cities,46 while the remainder 
lived in rural areas and lacked the knowledge or the access to take advantage of these 
rights.47 Most rural women were not educated and were, therefore, illiterate. As a result, 
they remained unaware of the rights granted by the Turkish Republic and continued to 
live under the authority of rural patriarchy.

This uneven application of the code did little for women’s private lives.48 Issues such as 
domestic violence became a platform for women activists who disengaged from state-
sponsored advocacy projects in the 1980s.49 Women did not receive the right to vote until 
1930, and even then full suffrage was not granted until four years later. Therefore, women 
from higher socioeconomic backgrounds and in more urban cities, such as Istanbul, 
Izmir, and Ankara, were more likely to benefit from these new rights.50 51

This elite group forms the core of Kemalist feminists that restructured civil and property 
rights to be compatible with a capitalist state.52 Some might conclude that these reforms 
negatively affected women’s activism and were retrogressive in the development of 
the role of women. However, it is significant to note that in the 1937 general election, 
18 women were elected, making up 4.5 percent of the National Assembly—the largest 
margin Turkey has ever seen.53 Though the civil code predominately ignored the effect of 
economic class difference, these reforms opened avenues for Turkish women to penetrate 
various facets of public, political, and economic life.54 However, as Deniz Kandiyoti 
describes, Republican women were “emancipated, but not liberated.”55 
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The Iranian State and Women

After nearly two centuries of rule in modern day Iran, the Qajar dynasty began fracturing 
after the 1906 Constitutional Revolution. Although the revolution proved contentious 
to the Qajar dynasty, it is significant to note that as little as 10 percent of the population 
lived in cities and towns, signifying this revolution was largely the product of a small, 
elite class.56 The revolution would later prove that the intellectual and ideological forces of 
Iranians could carry practical consequence, specifically during the Iranian Revolution of 
1979.57 

The controversial constitution presented more than ideological contingencies for men, as 
women were excluded from the political structure, considered incapable of participating 
civic duty. In a list of people denied the right to vote, Article 10 of the 1906 Iranian 
Constitution names women first. The text reads:

Those deprived of the right to vote shall consist of all females, minors…fraudulent 
bankrupts, beggars, murderers, thieves, and other criminals punishable under 
Islamic law.58

The law implies that women were considered infantile or incapable of making logical 
decisions in politics (similar to that of a minor) and that, at least in regards to suffrage, 
women were equivalent to criminals because of their gender.

Despite this legally stipulated disadvantage, Iranian women saw success in the form of 
educational access.59 Women’s participation in politics appeared sudden, but access to 
education and the emergence of a new nationalist sentiment began to redefine the role 
of women.60 Unfortunately for Iranian women, the decades prior to the creation of the 
Imperial State of Iran (1925) lacked much of the feminist activity that one might expect 
with increased access to education.61

In 1921, Reza Khan stage a coup, completely dismantling the Qajar and establishing the 
Pahlavi regime. By December of 1925, Khan began using modernization to link gender 
equality and national progress.62 His plans tied gender equality to “progressive” trends 
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and utilized state-sponsorship to steer the nation towards idealized modernization. 
As early as 1931, the Renewalist Pahlavi State promoted state-sponsored activism for 
women, resulting in a new civil code.63 The civil code completely secularized the judiciary 
except in matters concerning family. Family law was codified in Shari’a, which remained 
within the jurisdiction of the ulema (clergy). 

When women demanded electoral rights to the Majlis in 1933, they were emphatically 
denied.64 The Majilis cited nationalism, culture, and religion as a justification. This 
systemic denial of women’s attempts to achieve equality suggests the regime feared being 
discredited by women.65 

Copious similarities exist between the reforms of both Atatürk and Khan, most notably 
the effort to reform women’s dress. After Khan’s historical meeting with Atatürk and 
observations of Atatürk’s reforms, Khan’s activism on the issue of veiling appeared to 
increase. This was first demonstrated in 1934, when female teachers and students at 
the Tehran Teacher’s College—in addition to the queen and Khan’s daughters—were 
requested to unveil in the presence of the shah.66 In the following year, the government 
invited women and students from teacher training programs to establish Kanun-i 
Banovan (Ladies’ Center).67 This had two implications: it gave legitimacy to the women’s 
movement, and it became a sign that the movement was being coopted by the Pahlavi 
government. Although the organization aimed to improve women’s academic and moral 
education and provide assistance with the duties of motherhood, its association with 
the Pahlavi regime depoliticized the movement, and many women discredited them. 
During the same year, women were given greater access to higher education and allowed 
to attend university. Like Turkey, this newfound path to education was predominantly 
accessible to urban, middle-class women.

Similar to Atatürk and the Kemalist reforms, Khan implemented a series of reforms that 
collectively was known as the Women’s Awakening Movement. The Women’s Awakening 
Movement (1936–1941) was a state feminist project that resulted in opportunities for 
women to access higher education and employment. However, the tradeoff for Iranian 
women was to discontinue veiling practices, which were ultimately abolished in February 
1936. This established Iran as the first Muslim country to officially outlaw veiling.68 
Although some would contend that Khan’s unveiling project saw success because of 
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government-backed enforcement of the law,69 the method he used for unveiling was 
similar to one of Atatürk’s approaches.

Iranian scholar Camron Amin implies that Khan could not approach unveiling as a 
stranger due to religious and Iranian customs. However, the alternative approach was 
to appear as a father figure, someone who was not related by blood, but could be seen 
as “the father of all his people.” Through using his role as king, control of the press, and 
relying on the royal family’s example, unveiling became a step toward modernization.70  
Furthermore, Khan designed his unveiling approach to symbolize a blend of virtue, 
civilization, progress, and Islam, as opposed to the social mores and ills that pervaded 
in European and American cultures.71 Although intended to promote freedom and 
modernity, his unveiling strategies were restrictive and imposed through a top-down 
method. Moreover, they implied that women were under the guardianship of men and 
provided another way for men to claim dominancy.72 

This gender dichotomy was reflected in Khan’s construction of the modern Iranian 
woman. Amin does considerable work comparing the traditional Iranian woman to the 
modern Iranian woman that the Pahlavi regime promoted, which is fairly similar to the 
Turkish woman. Amin finds:

She was to be educated as any European or American woman. She was to be 
integrated into the workforce in increasingly prestigious professions. Not just a 
supportive companion to her husband, she was also to complement the modern 
Iranian man in the civic arena—her unveiled entrance into society “chaperoned” 
by her modern male guardian.73

As reflected in Amin’s description, Khan’s policies pushed women toward education 
and employment, and Atatürk’s expression of motherhood is not included in Amin’s 
definition of the modern Iranian woman. Rather, this definition promotes a more active 
role in the public sphere. However, the definition also hints that Iranian women cannot 
independently navigate the civic arena and must be “chaperoned” by their “modern 
male” husbands. The necessity of a “modern male guardian” is reminiscent of Article 10’s 
indication that women could not independently navigate the political arena. 

Moreover, there is an emphasis on the duality of gender roles in this definition—there is 
not only a question of the “modern Iranian woman” but also the “modern Iranian male,” 
who is attributed with guardianship. Likewise, the traditional Iranian woman—trapped 
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in poverty, ignorance, and superstition, and burdensome as a wife—is contrasted against 
the “European or American woman.”74 Amin states:

When imagined positively, the modern Iranian woman was defined against the 
ignorance and moral confusion of the traditional woman and against the seductive 
immorality of the Euro-American woman. At the same time, her progressive 
qualities were derived from successfully adapting Euro-American culture to an 
Iranian context. When defined negatively, the modern Iranian woman combined 
the Euro-American society with those of her own and was, conversely, ridiculed 
for not measuring up to the Euro-American example.75 

As a result, the Iranian woman was trapped between the constructions of modernization, 
traditional customs, and the state’s feminist policies, which restricted their activism.

After the Anglo-Soviet invasion in September 1941, Khan was forced to abdicate the 
throne. His son, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, took his place and attempted to continue his 
policies. Whereas Khan sought to advance and, to a certain extent, co-opt the women’s 
rights movements in Iran, Mohammad Reza merely extended rights to women. Notable 
moments after Mohammad Reza’s rise to power include women being granted the right 
to vote (1962); a curb on the unequivocal right of divorce for men and the right to contest 
for custody of children by women (1973); women’s right to free abortion (1974); a ban on 
polygamy (1976); and the right to maintenance after divorce (1976).76

Although Iranian women witnessed an increase of state-based rights under the Pahlavi 
regime, after the Iranian Revolution of 1979 and the creation of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, these rights disappeared as quickly as they had appeared. In a single communiqué, 
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini began the rollback on the rights granted under the 
Pahlavi regime. Khomeini supporters helped streamline this process, as many negatively 
associated those reforms with women’s emancipation under the despised Pahlavi 
regime.77  

With Khomeini’s rise to power in 1979, many citizens accepted his belief that a retreat 
to the early communitarian practices of Islam would rid Iran of “gharbzadegi” or 
“Westoxification.”78 The regime established practices to distance itself from the Pahlavi 
legacy and reinforce notions of the Islamic Republic of Iran, including the fragmentation 
of women’s rights and feminist accomplishments.79 As a result, the feminists and 
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women’s activists associated with the Pahlavi regime lost credibility in Iranian society, 
along with the rights they achieved.80

Feminism 

With respect to the earlier analyses of Atatürk and Khan, I will now delineate how the 
methodology of Islamic feminism and Islamist feminism possess stark differences. In 
this section, I endeavor to demonstrate these differences through the practices of each 
group. This section is instrumental in highlighting these seemingly similar feminisms, 
as they have rarely been placed in juxtaposition of each other. Contextual and historical 
placement will explain how these methodologies arose to be distinctly different from each 
other.

Turkey—Islamist Feminism
Despite Atatürk’s implementation of strong secularist policies and advocacy for state-
based women’s activism, the neglect of rural women allowed for an alternative feminist 
ideology to take hold. Islamist women began their activism alongside the Islamism 
movement of the post-1980s.81 The Islamist feminist agenda focused on fighting against 
secular interpretations and laws while arguing for women’s rights within Islam. 
Islamists hold the position that, “‘Islam recognizes no differences’ [that] coexist with 
the pluralistic argument for minority and individual rights.”82 However, this creates 
some contradictions within the movement overall. For instance, some male Islamists 
desire to change Turkey’s laws on family, women’s roles, or marriage (such as legalizing 
polygyny), whereas some Islamist women enjoy increased access to education, 
professional development, and political activism.83 As previous evidence suggests, there 
is a “give and take” relationship between Islamists and feminism, as Islamist women 
attempt to remove the secular feminism from their practice.84 Islamist feminists believe 
that secular feminism focuses primarily on gender equality and alienating women 
through their fight against male hegemony.85

The impact of Atatürk’s “Turkish Woman” became a decisive wedge between women 
in society. Near the end of the 1980s, Kemalist women consciously worked within the 
framework of Atatürk’s secular reforms and the perception of the Turkish Woman. As a 
result, Islamist women found themselves in firm opposition to these secular feminists.86 
This opposition began during the mid-1980s in the universities and in small activist 
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groups. Many students and teachers began covering themselves in large coats and scarfs 
to indicate their affiliation with Islam.87 According to Çihan Aktaş, an Islamist activist, 
women and men complement each other in Islam and are therefore equal, but different.88 
This sentiment is reflective of Atatürk’s rhetoric during the construction of the role of 
women—that women and men should complement each other in building the future. 
However, the diversion from Atatürk’s implementation occurs in the methodology. 
Whereas Atatürk sought to balance the gender differences through the secularization of 
Turkey, Islamist feminists perceived Islam to possess the necessary tenants to create a 
complementary society. 

Iran—Islamic Feminism
In search of a new alternative, women began to work within the Islamic Republic of 
Iran’s system and sought Islam as a place of refuge. Women saw Islam as a forum to 
reconcile their faith and identity while struggling for gender equality.89 Fereshteh Ahmadi 
comments that the framework of the Islamic Republic calls for an “inside force,” a 
“from within” perspective that can alter the system.90 As a result, Islamic feminists use 
classic methods provided by Islam to navigate and challenge the regime. Through ijtihad 
(independent reasoning), Islamic feminists produce their own tafsir (interpretation) that 
reflects a more feminized reading of the Quran. In doing so, they struggle not only against 
regime practices, but also against patriarchal readings of the Quran and society.91 

Women such as Shahla Sherkat, activist and founder of Zanan (Woman) magazine, 
began sharing feminist thoughts through various journals and publications.92 Through 
this method, Islamic feminists were able to pursue activism despite pressure from the 
government. However, they were not without opposition, as conservatives attacked 
the definition of “feminism,” terming it zansalari (female domination), bebandobari 
(unrestrained behavior), and hamjens basi (lesbianism).93  

Alternative to Feminism
Despite the inclusivity of feminism and its various forms, it still remains contentious 
among some women. Often, Middle Eastern women who identify with feminism are 
challenged because others associate feminism with Western cultural imperialism.94 
According to Omayma Abdellatif and Marina Ottaway, many Islamist women activists 
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feel contempt for feminism, interpreting it as a movement that frees women from social 
constraints and obligations in the domestic sphere, which creates excessive individualism 
and immorality.95 By operating strictly within the confines of Islam, Islamist women 
activists avoid accusations that they have a feminist agenda that could hurt the 
community morally.96

Islamist women activists have a different conception of women’s rights than most secular 
feminists. Um Mahdi, head of the women’s branch of the Organization for Supporting 
the Resistance, explained, “We don’t have the eternal complex to be equal with men.”97 
Women’s rights are derived not only through God’s word, but also by reviving Islamic 
thought and constantly examining the Quran through the lens of various time periods. 
Islamist women activists remain critical of Western paradigms and do not consider the 
West to be the model of modernization.98 Moreover, Islamist women activists do not 
consider themselves backwards or behind due to their different standards for progress and 
achievement. Assuming otherwise presupposes that Western values are superior to those of 
Muslim societies and that there are no structural problems within Western societies. 

Conclusion

By examining the history of feminism in the Middle East, the misguided beliefs of 
politicized Western feminism and feminists are abhorrently clear. Despite Edward Said’s 
critiques of orientalist practices, in its crusade to justify foreign policy options and 
actions, Western feminism has reinforced negative stereotypes of Middle Eastern women. 
This line of thought has promoted the image of Middle Eastern women as veiled and 
oppressed, devoid of agency, and depoliticized. Moreover, this conflates the practices 
of women across the region, producing a stereotypical “Third World Woman.” This 
dominant Western thought is antithetical to the practices of women in the region.

In order to keep from viewing feminism solely from a Western standpoint, definitions that 
consider geographic, social, and historical contexts are necessary. Generally, feminism 
seeks to improve the status of all women. Islamist feminism—which can be attributed to 
feminist actions in Turkey—acknowledges the differences between Islam as a source for 
political action and Islam as a nonpolitical aspect of one’s life. Islamic feminism highlights 
that feminism occurs within an Islamic framework, specifically the Islamic Republic of 
Iran’s regime. 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s speeches, policies, and construction of the “Turkish woman” 
intensely focused on motherhood and education as the ways to modernity. However, the 
effects of Atatürk’s efforts only benefited the elite, thereby excluding 80 percent of Turks 

95  Ibid, 7.
96  Ibid.
97  Ibid, 8.
98  Ibid.
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from modernization achievements. As a result, political opposition grew, and in 1945 
Turkey experienced multiparty democracy. Islamist feminism developed in part because 
of this exclusion from the state, but also in rejection of Kemalist feminists that supported 
increased secularization efforts. 

Reza Khan’s modernization efforts reflect nearly the same achievements as Atatürk’s. 
However, the essential difference remains in the articulation of the role of women. 
Whereas Turkish women were consistently viewed as complementary to Turkish 
men, Khan believed Iranian women needed to be “chaperoned” by Iranian men. This 
dominating structure was well reflected in the regime’s oversight of women’s activism, as 
well. Khan subsumed women’s activism, and secular feminists used the state’s structure 
to gain rights. At the start of the 1979 revolution, the turban replaced the crown, and 
supporting feminists began using the Islamic structure to access rights. 

The perspectives of Islamic feminism and Islamist feminism are necessary in 
understanding women’s movements in Iran and Turkey, as Western scholarship typically 
overlooks them and their successes. However, we should also remain cognizant of 
those who do not identify with feminism for ideological reasons, as their voices are also 
strategic in shaping how we understand women in Iran, Turkey, and the Middle East.
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